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In sixteenth-century Europe, the dominance of Italian culture caused a variety of 
responses in territories north of the Alps. Lands such as Poland with strong religious 
or dynastic ties to Italian states were keen to emulate their culture. In other territories 
such as France, the import of Italian cultural practices prompted patriotic resistance. 
To understand how cultural goods were transferred and appropriated in the early 
modern period, it is necessary to study the forces that attracted north Europeans to 
Italian culture and also the processes whereby Italianisation was resisted. In each 
place or institution where they were appropriated, Italian cultural practices acquired 
a different set of meanings. This article aims to expose the complex mixture of 
attraction, resistance and appropriation involved in the reception of Italian secular 
song in the central German territory of Thuringia, particularly in schools and 
churches between 1575 and 1600. 
In German-speaking lands the appropriation of Italian culture was led by 
social elites who used it as a mark of their distinction. Aristocrats cultivated Italian art 
and music to show their cultural prestige. In Saxony, Electors Moritz (ruled 1541–53) 
and August (ruled 1553–86) remodelled the Dresden court palace in Italian style, 
adding sgraffito decoration and frescos by the three Tola brothers. From 1549 the 
Dresden court ensemble included Italian instrumentalists such as Antonio Scandello, 
Cerbonio Besozzi and Matteo Besozzi, while the three Tola brothers were also active 
there as singers.1 Munich too became a centre for Italian culture under Albrecht V 
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(ruled 1550–79), with the import of classical antiquities and Italian artworks, as well 
as the hiring of musicians such as Massimo Troiano.2 
Elite merchants likewise used Italian culture and luxury goods to show their 
moneyed status. The Fugger family in Augsburg patronised artists working in Italian 
style, imported sculptures from south of the Alps, and between 1508 and 1518 they 
constructed an Italianate burial chapel in the city’s Annakirche. They were also keen 
collectors of Italian secular music. A 1566 inventory for Raimund Fugger Jr. (1528–69) 
shows that he owned over 50 books of madrigals and villanellas, and also musical 
instruments acquired from Bologna and Venice.3 Another Augsburg merchant, Hans 
Heinrich Herwart (1520–83), had over 180 books of Italian secular music in his 
postmortem inventory.4 As Bernd Roeck argues, merchants such as the Fuggers were 
regarded as nouveaux riches by the older feudal classes, and through these displays of 
Italian luxury objects they sought to legitimise their newly acquired status.5  
Given that the early appropriations of Italian culture were motivated by its 
exclusivity, we should not be surprised that secular Italian music was a minority taste 
in German-speaking lands before the 1560s (as Mary Lewis has recently shown).6 
From the 1570s, a wider interest in Italian secular music developed, as city dwellers 
began emulating the Italianate tastes of aristocrats and leading merchants. Pivotal to 
this process was musical life in Nuremberg, which had strong trade links to northern 
Italy. The city hosted several music societies whose members cultivated Italianate 
secular music; members of the music society formed in 1588 included the Florentine 
merchant Carlo Albertinello and Nurembergers such as Paul Behaim II who had 
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previously lived in Italy.7 The Nuremberg publisher Katharina Gerlach issued 
collections of Italian madrigals, starting with the three volumes of Friedrich Lindner’s 
anthology Gemma musicalis (1588–90). Gerlach and her successor Paul Kauffmann 
then issued reprints of Italian single-composer editions such as canzonettas and 
madrigals by Orazio Vecchi and Luca Marenzio.8 Italian secular vocal music was also 
popular in other trading cities, such as Danzig where the merchant Georg Knoff 
(d.1605) owned a collection of 267 items of printed music (including 196 books of 
Italian secular vocal music, mostly Venetian editions probably acquired in the 1580s).9  
Yet there was another strand in the German response to Italian secular music 
that until now has not been researched. This strand ran through the schools and 
churches of central Germany from the 1570s onwards, particularly in the Lutheran 
heartlands of Saxony and Thuringia. Pastors and teachers here were repelled by the 
erotic texts of Italian villanellas and madrigals, yet they and their pupils could not 
resist the singable qualities of this repertory. Using rhetoric influenced by German 
patriotism, they attacked Italian secular music as an insidious foreign influence that 
was corrupting traditional German values of piety and valour. They sought to purify 
the repertory of villanellas and madrigals by replacing the Italian texts with 
devotional or moralistic words in Latin or German. Through such contrafacta they 
hoped to recover the virtue they believed was inherent in all music, and to make the 
attractive Italian melodies into a morally uplifting repertory for schoolboys. 
Evidence of this strand in the reception of Italian secular music can be found in 
four little-known partbook anthologies printed in Erfurt by Georg Baumann between 
1576 and 1598, containing contrafacta of Italian songs. The first two collections 
comprise the two instalments of the Cantiones suavissimae published in 1576 and 
                                                         
7 S. Lewis Hammond, Editing Music in Early Modern Germany (Aldershot, 2007), pp. 50–59; on 
Nuremberg musical life and Friedrich Lindner’s anthologies of Italian sacred music, see E. Giselbrecht, 
‘Crossing Boundaries: The Printed Dissemination of Italian Sacred Music in German-Speaking Areas 
(1580–1620)’ (PhD dissertation, University of Cambridge, 2012), pp. 83–165. 
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madrigali e canzonette (Nuremberg, 1594), RISM V1047; L. Marenzio, Madrigalia quinque vocum, antea 
Venetiis...excusa (Nuremberg, 1601), RISM 160112; idem, Ausszug auss Lucae Marentii vier Theilen seiner 
Italianischen dreystimmigen Villanellen und Napolitanen ... mit Teutschen Texten gezieret, ed. V. Haussmann 
(Nuremberg, 1606), RISM M611.  
9 M. Morell, ‘Georg Knoff: Bibliophile and Devotee of Italian Music in Late Sixteenth-Century Danzig’, 
in J. Kmetz (ed.), Music in the German Renaissance: Sources, Styles and Contexts (Cambridge, 1994), pp. 
103–26 (p. 109); A. Leszczyńska, ‘The Beginnings of Musical Italianità in Gdańsk and Elbląg of the 
Renaissance Era’, Musicology Today, 10 (2013), pp. 1–11.  
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1580.10 Edited by the Magdeburg cantor Leonhart Schröter with Latin texts by the 
Mühlhausen teacher Ludwig Helmbold, these anthologies contain contrafacta of 
villanellas by such composers as Baldassare Donato, Orlande de Lassus and Adrian 
Willaert. The third collection is the Primus liber suavissimas praestantissimorum nostrae 
aetatis artificum Italianorum cantilenas (1587), edited by the Eisleben teacher Melchior 
Bacusius, and containing Latin and German contrafacta of madrigals by such 
composers as Girolamo Conversi, Giovanni Ferretti, Andrea Gabrieli, Luca Marenzio, 
Giovanni Maria Nanino and Orazio Vecchi.11 The last anthology considered in this 
article is the Amorum filii Dei decades duae…Zwantzig liebliche und gantz 
anmutige…Newe Jharß oder Weyhenachten Gesenglein (1598), edited by the Gotha cantor 
Johannes Lindemann; it contains Christmas and New Year contrafacta, primarily of 
dance-songs such as balletti by Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi.12 As will be explained 
below, none of these anthologies (with the exception of the 1576 collection) survives 
complete. Their fragmentary survival has hindered scholarly investigation, and until 
now the concordances of these volumes have not been systematically identified. In 
2012, however, the British Library acquired a copy of the Discantus partbook of the 
1576 and 1580 anthologies, facilitating much of the research in this article.  
 The four anthologies show that the Thuringian city of Erfurt was an important 
centre for the dissemination of secular Italian music, predating in some ways the 
better-known activities in Nuremberg. Indeed, Bacusius’s Primus liber 
suavissimas…cantilenas (1587) was published a year earlier than the first volume of 
Lindner’s Gemma musicalis, yet contains contrafacta of some of the Italian 
compositions that would later be reprinted by Lindner. That Thuringian towns were 
centres for the dissemination of Italian music is not surprising, given their position at 
the crossroads of trade routes. Erfurt stood at the junction of the Via Regia running 
from Frankfurt am Main to Lusatia and Silesia, and the Völkerstraße running from 
Nuremberg (with its connections to Italy) to the Hanseatic towns of northern 
Germany.13 But whereas Nuremberg’s music publishers catered for a market across 
German-speaking lands, the Erfurt printer Georg Baumann mainly supplied a 
                                                         
10 RISM 15762 (RISM A/I S2229) and 15807. 
11 RISM 158714. 
12 RISM L2426. 
13 W. Gutsche et al (ed.), Geschichte der Stadt Erfurt (Weimar, 1986), pp. 32, 95.  
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regional market of schools and churches.14 Baumann’s other music editions included 
sacred songs and Latin odes by Thuringian cantors such as Joachim a Burck and 
Johann Steurlein, aimed for use in worship, education or edification. Consequently 
the anthologies of Italian music published by Baumann heavily adapt their respective 
villanellas and madrigals in order to suit his target market.  
I begin by exploring the anti-Italian rhetoric used by German patriots, showing 
how these rhetorical tropes occur in the prefatory material of the Erfurt anthologies. 
Following a discussion of Lutheran beliefs about the power of contrafacta to purify 
shameful songs, I examine the process of adaptation in each anthology. In the 1576 
and 1580 Cantiones suavissimae, lewd villanellas were converted into pieces 
resembling the didactic Latin odes used in schools. Bacusius’s 1587 anthology praised 
the mastery of Italian composers, yet he still had to change the texts to make these 
pieces acceptable for school use. Finally, Lindemann’s Amorum filii Dei decades duae 
showed the limits of the contrafactum technique: a 1605 ordinance decreed that these 
dance-songs were too frivolous for church use, even when supplied with sacred 
words.  
 
German patriotism and anti-Italianism 
In the sixteenth century ‘Germany’ and ‘Italy’ did not exist as nation states, yet people 
from these lands had a strong sense of their collective identities. Such identities were 
partly shaped by language and culture; also influential was the Hippocratic and 
Ptolemaic view that the climate of a region shaped the temperament of its people. 
Thus the Germans, living under cold skies, were likely to be an austere people, 
whereas the warm sunshine of Italy supposedly encouraged a sensual and 
impassioned character in its inhabitants. Patriotism was also fuelled by comparisons 
with other peoples and territories: as Caspar Hirschi explains, ‘nations are products 
and producers of a competitive culture and engage in endless contests about material 
                                                         
14 No adequate study of Baumann as a music printer exists. Two articles in musicological reference 
works (D. W. Krummel and S. Sadie (ed.), Music Printing and Publishing (London, 1990), pp. 167–8; D. 
Schnell, ‘Baumann’, Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart. Personenteil, vol. 2 (Kassel, 1999), col. 516-17) 
conflate Georg Baumann with his son of the same name; they give him the birth and death dates of his 
son, and wrongly state that in c. 1590 he moved his business to Breslau. The entry in C. Reske, Die 
Buchdrucker des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts im deutschen Sprachgebiet: auf der Grundlage des gleichnamigen 
Werkes von Josef Benzing (Wiesbaden, 2007), pp. 207–8, omits reference to Baumann’s music printing.  
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and symbolic values’.15 Orest Ranum has observed that early modern patriots often 
praised their nation by denigrating a ‘counter-identity’—an ‘Other’ that might 
comprise the base character of neighbouring native peoples.16 Indeed, early modern 
rhetoric, in which praise was normally accompanied by blame, demanded that any 
encomium of a nation also include attacks on the faults of other nations.  
 Basic to the developing German sense of national character was Tacitus’s 
Germania (98 AD) as rediscovered in the fifteenth century. Tacitus’s original text was 
intended to inform his fellow Romans about the nature of the German peoples, rather 
than to moralise on their virtues or vices. As appropriated by German humanists such 
as Conrad Celtis in his Germania generalis (1498), however, Tacitus’s account was used 
to project an image of ancient Germans as a chaste and virtuous people, who 
demonstrated their masculinity through their stoic acceptance of hardship and their 
bravery in battle.17 These early accounts of the German character already used Italy as 
a counter-identity: even Tacitus implicitly praised the chastity of German tribes, as 
opposed to the seductive spectacles, lascivious feasts and clandestine love-letters 
common in Rome.18  
 As patriotic discourse among German humanists increased in the decades 
around 1500, so too did their anti-Italian rhetoric. Many of these writers struggled 
with a sense of cultural inferiority, aware that Italian humanists tended to disparage 
northerners as drunken barbarians. In his oration at Ingolstadt University in 1492, 
Conrad Celtis called on his countrymen to ‘emulate…the ancient nobility of Rome’ 
and prove they were the worthy inheritors of the classical heritage: ‘Do away with 
that old disrepute of the Germans in Greek, Latin and Hebrew writers, who ascribe to 
us drunkenness, cruelty, savagery and every other vice bordering on bestiality and 
excess.’19 Other German writers asserted their intellectual superiority by accusing 
Italians of moral corruption. In 1493 a group of humanists in Regensburg penned 
                                                         
15 C. Hirschi, The Origins of Nationalism: An Alternative History from Ancient Rome to Early Modern 
Germany (Cambridge, 2012), p. 47. 
16 O. Ranum, ‘Counter-Identities of Western European Nations in the Early-Modern Period: Definitions 
and Points of Departure’, in P. Boerner (ed.), Concepts of National Identity: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue 
(Baden-Baden, 1986), pp. 63–78.  
17 Hirschi, Origins of Nationalism, pp. 168–9; K. C. Schellhase, Tacitus in Renaissance Political Thought 
(Chicago, 1976), pp. 31–65.  
18 Tacitus, Agricola; Germania; Dialogus, Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge, MA, 1914), p. 159. 
19 L. Forster (ed.), Selections from Conrad Celtis 1459–1508 (Cambridge, 1948), pp. 42–3. 
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Latin epigrams condemning Italian humanists as pederasts and sodomites whose 
sexual urges undermined any attempt at scholarly discipline.20 In 1505 Jakob 
Wimpheling’s Rerum germanicarum epitome contrasted the praiseworthy achievements 
of Germans with the corruption of Rome.21  
Anti-Italian feeling was fuelled by German grievances about the papacy’s 
political power and financial demands. Around 1500 such opposition to the papacy 
led many Germans to look to the Holy Roman Emperor, Maximilian I, as a potential 
defender of Teutonic customs and laws against the influence of Rome. An 
anonymous poem of 1513, Die Welsch Gattung, calls on the emperor to reform the 
political corruption and immorality spreading northwards from Italy. It warns:  
Beware, you German nation, 
Of the wind that comes from the south: 
The saying is, it is not healthy.22 
Invoking the Hippocratic notion of climate as shaping temperament, this passage 
interprets the warm Mediterranean wind as threatening the virtue bred in colder 
German climes. 
 With the onset of the Lutheran Reformation, German Italophobia took on a 
strongly anti-Catholic character.23 Luther’s writings combine a grudging patriotic 
pride in his fellow Germans with abhorrence for the religious and moral corruption 
of Italian lands. The Tischreden attributed to Luther contain many anecdotes shaped 
by his experience of visiting Rome in 1510. He remembered the city as an abyss of 
immorality (‘If there is a hell, then Rome stands on it’24), comparable to the heathen 
east: ‘Under Pope Julius [II, reigned 1503–13], Rome had such unmentionably great 
                                                         
20 I. D. Rowland, ‘Revenge of the Regensburg Humanists, 1493’, Sixteenth-Century Journal, 25 (1994), pp. 
307–22. On the German association of Italians with sodomy, see also H. Puff, Sodomy in Reformation 
Germany and Switzerland, 1400–1600 (Chicago, 2003), pp. 124–32. 
21 For further examples of nationalist statements by German humanists, see D. Bagchi, ‘ “Teutschlandt 
uber alle Welt”. Nationalism and Catholicism in Early Reformation Germany’, Archiv für 
Reformationsgeschichte, 82 (1991), pp. 39–57.  
22 ‘Hüt dich jnn Teütscher nation/ 
Recht vor dem wind auß dem mittag 
Er ist nit gsund/ nach gmainer sag.’ Die Welsch Gattung (Strasbourg, 1513), sig. A3v. 
23 C. Hirschi, Wettkampf der Nationen. Konstruktionen einer deutschen Ehrgemeinschaft an der Wende vom 
Mittelalter zur Neuzeit (Göttingen, 2005), pp. 413–40. 
24 ‘Roma basis inferni. Ist ein hell, so sthet Rom drauf.’ D. Martin Luthers Werke: kritische Gesamtausgabe 
(Weimar 1883–2009) (henceforth WA), Tischreden, vol. 3, p. 218. 
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rudeness and whore-mongering that it was like a place in India.’25 Luther also 
denounced Italy as the source of an ‘Epicureanism’ that was undermining morals and 
marriage, and was spreading to Germany.26 Besides these accusations of immorality, 
Luther attacked Italians for their impiety: ‘The Italians insult and laugh at those of us 
who believe in the Holy Scripture.’27 From 1566 most of these anti-Italian sayings 
were available to schoolmasters and pastors through the publications of Luther’s 
Tischreden edited by Johannes Aurifaber, classified under the headings ‘Von Wahlen 
vnd Italienern’ and ‘Von der Stadt Rom’.28  
 Humanists and Lutherans alike directed particular ire at the intermediaries 
who brought Italian culture north of the Alps and thereby contaminated the Teutonic 
character. Luther complained that ‘courtesans and mercenaries have imported what 
they have seen and learned in Rome and Italy’.29 Perhaps the worst of these agents of 
cultural transfer were merchants, who were castigated in Ulrich von Hutten’s 
Praedones (Brigands, c. 1520/1). Hutten’s book comprises a dialogue between the 
author, a merchant and a knight. The knight (who symbolises Teutonic valour) claims 
that merchants have robbed ‘Germania’ by squandering its money on foreign 
luxuries: ‘You search everywhere, in all regions, oceans, lands, every corner of the 
world, to find what can be exchanged here for our money. It is as if you had sworn to 
leave no gold or silver in Germany.’30 When the merchant protests that: ‘You cannot 
deny that it is pleasant to have these foreign things here,’31 the knight replies with an 
argument already voiced by Celtis in 1492,32 namely that such exotic luxuries are 
destroying the moral fibre of Germans: 
                                                         
25 ’Unter dem Papst Julio ist zu Rom eine unsägliche große Unzucht und Hurerey getrieben worden, 
und ist etwa an einem Orte in India...‘ Ibid., p. 219.   
26 WA Tischreden, vol. 4, pp. 669–70.  
27 ‘Italianer lachen und spotten unser, daß wir alles der Schrift gläuben.’ WA Tischreden, vol. 2, p. 49.  
28 Tischreden oder Colloqvia Doct. Mart. Luthers/ So er in vielen Jaren/ gegen gelarten Leuten/ auch frembden 
Gesten/ vnd seinen Tischgesellen gefüret/ Nach den Heubtstücken vnserer Christlichen Lere/ zusammen 
getragen, ed. J. Aurifaber (Eisleben, 1566), fols. 606v, 608v. 
29 ‘Das haben herein bracht die Curtisanen und Lands knechte, wie sie es zu Rom und im Welschen 
lande gesehen und gelernt haben.‘ WA, vol. 51, p. 236.  
30 ‘…omnia loca, omnes regiones, maria, terras atque omneis mundi angulos exploratis, ut inveniatur 
quod adversum nobis pecuniam hinc avertat, ita ut credibile sit coniurasse vos ne aurum vel argentum 
sinatis in Germania reliquum esse ullum.’ U. von Hutten, Schriften, ed. E. Böcking, vol. 4: Gespräche 
(Leipzig, 1860), p. 370. 
31 ‘Et tamen negare non potes pulchrum esse peregrina ista hic haberi.’ Ibid. 
32 Forster (ed.), Selections from Conrad Celtis, pp. 52–3 
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On the contrary, I assert it is unnatural to bring things here that do not grow here. Ah, had you not 
taught Germany to treasure such shameful things as extravagance, convivial dining, gluttony and 
feasting, and also such useless things as foreign clothes, gold, gems and purple robes. Then on one 
hand the customs would not have been corrupted, on the other hand the money would stay in our 
country. Furthermore if this has not happened, we would not do what we currently do: murder, war, 
violence and injustice. We would remain spared from these temptations and would not be enslaved to 
the provocations of shameful pleasures, but, as with our forefathers (who were courageous men) we 
would through emulation hold onto virtue and strive for fame.33   
Similar attacks on merchants occurred later in the sixteenth century. A school play by 
Nicodemus Frischlin, Julius redivivus (1585), includes a merchant named Allobrox, 
who audaciously claims that the roughness of Germans in former eras has been 
civilised by the advent of foreign trade. Allobrox is then denounced by Hermann, a 
soldier whose name invokes the German warrior who defeated the Roman invaders 
in Teutoburg in AD 9. Hermann criticises the merchant for importing luxury goods 
(such as pepper, sugar, figs) and female musicians (lutenists and harpists) that 
diminish Teutonic virility.34    
 Such comments indicate the backlash encountered by the German social elites 
who promoted Italian culture. In the Praedones Hutten named the target of his 
contempt as the Fuggers, who as we have seen were among the earliest patrons of 
Italian culture north of the Alps. Luther’s Tischreden also attacked Germans who 
showed Italophile tastes, citing the proverb: ‘An Italianate German is worse than the 
devil. For as soon as a German has learned the Epicureanism of Italy and has tasted 
these morsels of hell, he will become far more annoying and troublesome than an 
Italian.’35 The Lutheran reformer Johann Agricola (c. 1494–1566) likewise collected 
                                                         
33 ‘Imo contra naturam dico adportari quae hic non nascuntur. Atque utinam non docuissetis flagitia 
amare Germaniam, luxum, convivia, epulas et popinationes, resque nihili, peregrinas vestes, aurum, 
gemmas, purpuram: neque enim mores primum corrupti essent, deinde pecunia quoque maneret hic; 
praeterea non faceremus quae fiunt horum gratia, caedes, bella, vim et iniuriam, atque istis careremus 
vitae illecebris, neque tot libidinum irritamentis obnoxie viveremus, sed ut maiores olim nostri, fortes 
viri, aemulatione virtutis teneremur et pro gloria contenderemus.’ Hutten, Schriften, vol. 4, p. 370. 
34 N. Frischlin, Sämtliche Werke, vol. 3/i, ed. C. Jungck and L. Mundt (Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt, 2003), 
pp. 586–7; for a contemporary German translation, see N. Frischlin, Ivlivs Caesar et M. T. C. redivivi. Das 
ist/ Wie Julius Caesar…wider auff Erden kompt (Speyer, 1585), pp. 335–6.  
35 ‘Und ist bey ihnen ein Sprichwort: “Uno to Tescho Italiano e uno Diabolo incarnato. Ein deutscher Wal 
ist ein lebendiger Teufel.” Darum hüte dich fur einem Italo Germano, deutschen Walen; denn so bald 
ein Deutscher in Italien den Epicurismum gelernt hat, und verdäuet das Hölleküchlin, so ist er viel 
ärger und tückischer, denn ein Wal.’ WA Tischreden, vol. 4, p. 79. 
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proverbs lamenting his countrymen’s willingness to submit to clothing, masters and 
diseases from Italy, France and Spain.36 Such anti-Italian feelings were potentially 
also aroused by the Saxon and Bavarian princes who collected madrigals, and by the 
Nuremberg connoisseurs of Italian secular song.  
Lutheran attitudes to Italian madrigals and villanellas were shaped not only by 
German patriotism but also by the suspicion of secular song held by many religious 
reformers. In a 1525 homily Luther used St Paul’s exhortation that Christians sing 
‘psalms and hymns and spiritual songs’ (Colossians 3:16) to argue that: ‘He warns us 
away from using secular, carnal and indecent songs’.37 Later in the century Lutheran 
pastors reiterated such views. Cyriacus Spangenberg (1528–1604) wrote: ‘The most 
shameful misuse of music, contrary to neighbourly love, is when you sing such 
godless, unchristian or bawdy and obscene songs, through which other people, 
especially the young, are annoyed, tempted and led to evil, sin or shame.’38 Wolfgang 
Büttner in his Epitome historiarum (1596) related the tale of women on a wedding-cart 
who sang ‘immoral and shameful songs’. These songs ‘were so obscene that Satan 
turned the wagon over, crushing five people with many broken arms and thighs’.39 
This story was retold by the theologian Christoph Frick in his Music-Büchlein (1631), 
along with an account of how four mummers at a wedding celebration at the French 
court caught fire and died after singing shameful songs. Frick concluded: ‘Therefore 
God has punished and taken payment for the whorish, shameful singing.’40 Such 
clerical suspicion of secular song was not unique to Lutheranism—Italian priests also 
condemned love-songs, particularly as the Counter Reformation gathered force—but 
                                                         
36 J. Agricola, Die Sprichwörter-Sammlungen, ed. S. L. Gilman, 2 vols. (Berlin, 1971), vol. 1, p. 62. 
37 ‘Aber nun den lieden weret er uns die welltlichen, fleyschlichen und unhubschen gesenge zu 
brauchen.’ WA, vol. 17/ii, p. 121.  
38 Der Aller schändlichste Mißbrauch der Musica, wider die liebe deß Nechsten ist, Wann mann solche 
Gottlose, VnChristliche, oder leichtferttige vnzüchtige Lieder singet: Dadurch Andere Leutte, 
sonderlich die Jugent geergerett, verfüret, vnnd Zum bösen, Zu sündt oder schanden, verreitzet 
würdt.‘ C. Spangenberg, Von der Musica und den Meistersängern [1598], ed. A. von Keller, Bibliothek des 
literarischen Vereins in Stuttgart, 62 (Stuttgart, 1861), p. 161. 
39 ‘leichtfertige vnd schampare Gesenge…sind gar vnzüchtig gewesen/ also stürtzt der Satan den 
Wagen/ vnd werden fünff Personen erdruckt/ etliche zerbrechen Arme vnd Schenckel’. W. Büttner, 
Epitome historiarum, das ist, Christliche vnd kurtze Beschreibung vieler denckwirdiger Historien (Leipzig, 
1596), fol. 19v. 
40 ‘Also hat Gott das hurische schamlose singen gestraffet vnd bezahlet’. C. Frick, Music-Büchlein 
(Lüneburg, 1631), p. 31. 
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in combination with nascent patriotism, it helps explain the hostility voiced by some 
German pastors and teachers towards Italian secular music. 
This patriotic hostility can be glimpsed in the prefatory materials of the 1576 
and 1587 collections of Italian secular music published in Erfurt. In the 1576 Cantiones 
suavissimae, Leonhart Schröter began the dedication (to the Erfurt town council) with 
the customary praise of music. He then wrote: 
But there now is a perversion of talents, so that many disgrace the worth of this divine science, not 
merely with loves repulsively pertaining to prostitutes, but furthermore they are unafraid of 
displaying every baseness for their pleasure. One such example comprises French and Italian songs 
with their soft and voluptuous meanings, which when sung then heard strongly excite the soul. It is 
truly to be lamented that the sweetest rhythms are exposed in the showy costume of courtesans—for 
the public as in the theatre—which are most shameful and hinder the tender youth.41 
Schröter made no mention of German secular songs, instead taking French and Italian 
songs as his examples of the abuse of music. Although the ‘sweetest rhythms’ of these 
foreign songs were irresistible to schoolboys, their ‘soft and voluptuous meanings’ 
undermined the manly valour that German educationalists sought to instil in their 
pupils. Schröter thus implicitly invoked the many previous warnings (such as those 
by Celtis and Hutten) about foreign luxuries softening the ancient heroism of the 
German character.  
The commendatory poems in the 1587 Primus liber suavissimas...cantilenas 
likewise show an anti-Italian rhetoric. Written by Thuringian pastors and teachers, 
these poems describe Italian music as coming from ‘a dirty mouth’ and arousing a 
‘depraved sensuality’.42 Another commendatory poem personifies Italian song as a 
foreigner marooned in German lands:  
 
                                                         
41 ‘Sed ea nunc est ingeniorum perversitas, ut plaerique huius divinae scientiae dignitatem, non Solum 
meretricijs amoribus turpiter dehonestent, Verum etiam ad libidinem suam et omnem turpitudinem 
traducere non vereantur. Quid enim aliud continent cantiones Gallicae et Italicae, quam molles et 
voluptuarias sententias, quae cum canentis tum audientis animum graviter lacessunt. Et sane 
dolendum est, saepe eas materias suavissimis numeris tanquam scenico meretricum habitu ornatas in 
publicum velut in theatrum produci, quae et lectu sunt indignae et tenerae puerorum aetati mirifice 
officiunt.’ L. Schröter (ed.), Cantiones suavissimae…tomus primus (Erfurt, 1576), tenor partbook, sig. A1v–
A2r. 
42 ‘at spurco concinit ore’. M. Bacusius (ed.), Primus liber suavissimas praestantissimorum nostrae aetatis 
artificum Italianorum cantilenas (Erfurt, 1587), Discantus partbook, sig. aa1v; ‘Cum sit in Italicis spurca 
libido sonis’. Altus partbook, sig. aaa1v.   
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I am an Italian offspring, born of a distant parent 
And a foreigner under German skies. 
I was wearing the face of the Cyprian mother. 
Recently I curse my pernicious appearance, 
the tinder of lustfulness; now 
I wed the undefiled bride.43 
The verse articulates the sense of alterity felt by the ‘Italian offspring’ now that he has 
migrated to colder German climes. The ‘Cyprian mother’ is a reference to Venus, who 
symbolises the erotic texts of madrigals. The Italian song repents of this pernicious 
eroticism, describing the texts as ‘the tinder of lustfulness’. (‘Tinder’ [fomes] was the 
term used by Luther to describe the tendency for sinfulness latent in all 
humankind.44) Only by marrying the ‘undefiled bride’ of sacred or moralising texts 
can the Italian song eliminate this underlying sinfulness.  
 Such prefatory texts confirm that Italian culture was a contentious import in 
German-speaking lands of the late sixteenth century. Whereas some aristocrats and 
merchants valued Italian cultural products as a sign of exclusivity, Lutheran teachers 
and pastors of a patriotic persuasion regarded these imports as causing degeneracy. 
Previous musicological scholarship has tended to describe the arrival of the Italian 
madrigal in late sixteenth-century German lands with neutral terms such as 
‘reception’ and ‘dissemination’.45 A broader interdisciplinary perspective, however, 
shows the clashing forces of attraction and resistance when cultural products are 
relocated to a new environment.  
 
 
 
                                                         
43 ‘Itala sum soboles, diverso nata parente,  
Et sub Teutonico sum peregrina polo.  
Quae Cypriae matris vultumque habitumque gerebam.  
Aspectu nuper perniciosa meo: 
Luxuriae fomes: jam casto juncta marito, 
Detestor mores nympha pudica meos.’ Bacusius (ed.), Primus liber suavissimas…cantilenas, Basis 
partbook, sig. Aaaa1v. 
44 M. Jenson, The Gravity of Sin: Augustine, Luther and Barth on ‘homo incurvatus in se’ (London, 2006), p. 
54. 
45 As in Lewis, ‘The Italian Madrigal in Germany’. 
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Lutheran notions of contrafacta 
Faced with the dangers of Italian secular music, Lutheran teachers and pastors sought 
to purify it by making contrafacta. Changing the texts of madrigals and villanellas to 
eliminate erotic subject matter was not unique to Lutheranism. Similar techniques 
were used by Italian clerics as the Counter Reformation took force: Father Giovenale 
Ancina published a collection of sacred contrafacta of three-voice madrigals, Tempio 
armonico della Beatissima Vergine (Rome, 1599),46 and in an extant copy of the 
anthology L’Amorosa Ero (Brescia, 1588), he used pasteovers on individual words to 
convert the erotic texts into spiritual ones.47 For Ancina, such contrafacta were a way 
to replace ‘obscene, indecent and dirty texts’ with words that were ‘honest, decent 
and holy’.48 He claimed that carnal men refused to sing contrafacta, indicating their 
pleasure was in the texts rather than the notes.49 The Lutheran teachers and pastors 
who made contrafacta followed a similar agenda of moral purification, yet they also 
subscribed to a distinctive notion of the intrinsic holiness of music. Removing erotic 
texts from Italian madrigals allowed this God-given goodness to shine unimpeded 
from the notes.  
 Luther praised the innate holiness of music in his Latin preface to Georg 
Rhau’s Symphoniae jucundae (1538), subsequently published in an enlarged German 
version in 1564.50 Extolling music as ‘this exquisite, useful and cheerful creation of 
God’, he noted that ‘through knowledge and diligent practice in it, you can expel 
shameful thoughts and avoid bad company’.51 Furthermore, ‘when the natural music 
is strengthened and polished through art, one firstly beholds and recognises (yet 
                                                         
46 RISM 15996. 
47 RISM 158817. Ancina’s copy is in the Biblioteca Vallicelliana, Rome, Cod. O. 35; see The Madrigal 
Collection: L’Amorosa Ero (Brescia, 1588), ed. H. B. Lincoln (Binghamton, 1968), pp. viii–ix.  
48 ‘vago le parole oscene, lascive, e sporche, et in vece di quelle stesevi sopra altre parole honeste, 
divote, e sante’. G. Ancina (ed.), Tempio armonico della Beatissima Vergine (Rome 1599), soprano II 
partbook, sig. BB3r.  
49 Ibid. 
50 Latin preface to Symphoniae jucundae (Wittenberg,1538); the German version (which I quote here, 
with my own translation) appears as a preface to J. Walther, Lob vnd Preis/ der himlischen Kunst Mvsica 
(Wittenberg, 1564), sig. A2r–B2r. For a recent translation by Leofranc Holford-Strevens of Luther’s 1538 
Latin preface, see J. A. Loewe, ‘ “Musica est optimum”. Martin Luther’s Theory of Music’, Music & 
Letters 94 (2013), 573–605 (pp. 598–605). 
51 ‘diese köstliche/ nützliche vnd fröliche Creatur Gottes…durch welcher erkentnis/ vnd vleissige 
vbung/ sie zuzeiten böse gedancken vertreiben/ vnd auch böse Geselschafft vnd andere vntugend/ 
vermeiden können’, in Walther, Lob vnd Preis, sig. B1v. 
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cannot comprehend) with great amazement the great and complete wisdom of God in 
his wondrous work of music’, in particular in the polyphonic combination of separate 
voice-parts.52 The intrinsic godliness of music is evident in its power to banish the 
devil, shown by the story of David’s harp driving evil spirits out of Saul.53   
Lutherans were also strongly aware of music’s power to make a text more 
powerful and persuasive. Such a view was articulated repeatedly by Melanchthon, 
for instance in his preface to the Psalmodia, hoc est cantica sacra (Nuremberg, 1553) 
compiled by the Lüneburg school conrector Lucas Lossius. Noting the affective 
power of music (‘How can we grasp the fact that our spirits are stung by these 
motions of air? We must recognise them as works of God’54), he commended that: 
‘Our ears are drawn to song, and delightful harmonies penetrate deeper into our 
minds and stick more tenaciously in our memory.’55 Luther’s Tischreden condensed 
this belief into a vernacular axiom: ‘The music makes the text come to life.’56 The 
practice of contrafacta suggested that music’s power to vivify a text was not bound to 
a single set of words, but could be easily transferred to another set of words, bringing 
them to life in turn; indeed, some publications of the period describe the process of 
making contrafacta with the word ‘transferirt’.57  
Such beliefs about music’s holiness and affective power underpinned Lutheran 
attitudes to the making of contrafacta. In 1556 the theologian Erasmus Alber declared: 
‘My way is that where the good music has a bad text, then I give such music a good 
text.’58 Alber made this comment within a refutation of the anti-musical reforms of 
Andreas Bodenstein von Karlstadt; he was defending the use of Latin plainsong in 
church, with the words changed if necessary to avoid promulgating ‘bad’ doctrine. 
                                                         
52 ‘Wo…die natürliche Musica/ durch die Kunst gescherfft vnd polirt wird/ da sihet vnd erkennet 
man erst zum teil (denn gentzlich kans nicht begrieffen noch verstanden werden) mit grosser 
verwunderung/ die grosse vnd volkomene weisheit Gottes/ in seinem wunderbarlichen werck der 
Musica’. Ibid., sig. B1r. 
53 Ibid., sig. A4v. 
54 ‘Quomodo intelligemus feriri animos his in aere motibus? Agnoscamus haec opera Dei…’ 
Melanchthon’s preface to L. Lossius, Psalmodia, hoc est cantica sacra veteris ecclesiae selecta (Nuremberg, 
1553), sig. A3v. 
55 ‘Citius enim arripiunt aure carmina, et harmoniae gratae penetrant altius in animos, et haerent in 
memoria tenacius.’ Ibid. 
56 ‘die nothen machen den Text lebendig’. WA. Tischreden, vol. 2, p. 518.  
57 See note 62 below for an example. 
58 ‘Ich habe die weise/ wo güte noten bösen text haben/ da gebe ich denselben noten ein güten text.’ E. 
Alber, Widder die verflüchte Lere der Carlstader (Neubrandenburg, 1556), sig. Y2v–Y3r. 
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Alber’s maxim was then adopted by Lutherans to justify the practice of contrafacta 
more generally. In 1631 it was quoted by Frick in his discussion of how to avoid 
‘wanton, lascivious and shameful songs’.59 His notion of rescuing the intrinsic 
goodness of music can also be detected within the collections of contrafacta published 
in Erfurt in the late sixteenth century.  
Even before the anthologies of Italian pieces were published in Erfurt, a 
manifesto for the use of contrafacta can be found in the collection of song-texts, 
Gassenhawer/ Reuter vnd Bergliedlin/ Christlich/ moraliter, vnnd sittlich verendert (1571), 
assembled by Heinrich Knaust (1521/24– after 1577). From 1557 Knaust lived in 
Erfurt, holding the posts of canon and then Scholasticus at the Catholic cathedral of St 
Mary.60 Most of the fifty-one song-texts in his collection are sacred contrafacta of 
‘street songs’ (Gassenhauer) and ‘riding songs’ (Reuterlieder)—the rowdy or bawdy 
music favoured by young people in the street.61 For instance, he modified the popular 
song ‘Es wollt ein Jäger jagen’ so that the eponymous hunter meets not three lusty 
maidens in the wood, but instead the personifications of Hope, Faith and Love. 
In the dedication of his collection, Knaust explained the pedagogical purpose 
of his contrafacta:  
I have taken some shameful street-songs and riding-songs and transferred and modified them to a 
sacred or moral sense and text…so my pupils should apply these new texts to the tunes when they 
wanted to practise singing and to omit the lascivious texts. For although the old compositions are good 
and especially pleasing to me, I did not like the words, and have therefore changed them.62 
Knaust explained that he valued the melodies partly for their intrinsic qualities and 
partly because of his personal familiarity with them: ‘I am content with the old songs 
on account of their skilful composition and because in my youth I first learned to sing 
                                                         
59 ‘vppische/ leichtfertige/ vnd schandlose Lieder’. Frick, Music-Büchlein, p. 34. 
60 C. Ahrens, ‘Knaust, Heinrich’, in Neue Deutsche Biographie (Berlin, 1953–2013), vol. 12, p. 167. 
61 The secular originals are identified in K. Hennig, Die geistliche Kontrafaktur im Jahrhundert der 
Reformation. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des deutschen Volks- und Kirchenliedes im XVI. Jahrhundert (Halle, 
1909), pp. 70–76; N. Schwindt, ‘Kontrafaktur im mehrstimmigen deutschen Lied des 16. Jahrhunderts’, 
Jahrbuch der Ständigen Konferenz Mitteldeutsche Barockmusik, 2005, pp. 47–69 (pp. 68–69). 
62 ‘Ich hab...etliche schampare Gassenhawer vnd Reuterliedlin/ in einen Geystlichen/ oder Moral/ 
vnd sittlichen sinn vnnd Text/ ... Transferirt/ verändert/ vnd außgesetzt/ daß meine Discipeln 
denselbigen vnder die Noten applicirn/ vnd singen solten/ wann sie sich im singen vben wolten/ vff 
daß sie der Bülen Texte abgehen möchten/ Denn ob wol die alte Compositio güt/ vnd mir sonst 
gefellig/ so hab ich doch von den worten nichts gehalten/ derowegen auch dieselbigen verendert.‘ H. 
Knaust, Gassenhawer/ Reuter vnd Bergliedlin/ Christlich/ moraliter, vnnd sittlich verendert (Frankfurt am 
Main, 1571), sig. A2r–A2v. 
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from them.’63 That he viewed music from a strongly Lutheran standpoint is evident 
from his description of it as ‘the beautiful, noble and godly art’64 which alone, among 
all the liberal arts, had the power to dispel the devil.65 
Knaust’s emphasis on the ‘skilful composition’ of the original tunes was 
echoed in a commendatory verse to the collection, written by the Saxon author 
Andreas Gartner. His poem acknowledged the affective power of the melodies, 
distinct from their indecorous words: 
Since the old songs sound good 
And truly lovely 
One of them can work well on the heart 
And must please everyone. 
But the words serve no use 
Helping neither discipline nor honour. 
One should instead use God’s word 
Which alone will strengthen the soul.66 
For Gartner and Knaust, the practice of contrafacta allowed music’s virtue and 
eloquence to be transferred to texts of pedagogical or moral value.  
Similar beliefs about contrafacta can be detected in the Erfurt anthologies of 
villanellas and madrigals. Indeed, a link between Knaust and the 1576 Cantiones 
suavissimae is provided by Ludwig Helmbold, who contributed a German song-text 
(‘Von Gott will ich nicht lassen’) and a Latin commendatory poem to Knaust’s book, 
and then subsequently wrote the Latin texts for the 1576 and 1580 Cantiones 
suavissimae. In the 1576 Cantiones suavissimae, the dedication praises the contrafactum 
texts added by Helmbold: 
                                                         
63 ‘…ich mag die alten Liedlin wol leiden/ von wegen ihrer artigen Composition/ vnd daß ich darauß 
in meiner Jugent erst habe singen gelehrnet…’ Ibid., sig. A2v. 
64 ‘die schöne/ edle/ göttliche kunst der Musica’. Ibid, sig. A4v. 
65 ‘Die Musica kan allein/ was weder Grammatica, Dialectica, Rhetorica, noch einige andere freie kunst 
inn der gantzen Philosophei kan/ Nemlich/ den Teuffel verjagen vnd außtreiben.’ Ibid., sig. A3r. 
66 ‘Weil dann die alten Gsenge gut 
Gar lieblich thun erschallen/ 
Daß eim wol in dem Hertzen thut/ 
Vnd jederm muß gefallen/ 
Der text aber nicht nützen kan/ 
Kein zucht noch ehre wircket/ 
Soll mann an des statt Gottes wort han/ 
Welchs die Seel allein stercket.’ Ibid., sig. A7r. 
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Ludwig Helmbold, the man and best poet, who skilfully works with his admirable talent, has 
converted many French and Italian songs for better use in singing, applying those meanings that have 
dignity at the same time as gravity, not just for moulding the boys in virtue and intellect, and for 
preserving their best qualities and strengthening the customs of most, but also for enticing them to the 
rudiments of piety with pleasure.67   
As in Knaust’s song-book, the contrafacta have a pedagogical purpose, reworking 
attractive music so it can become a vehicle to communicate principles of piety. 
Additionally there is a patriotic agenda here: the new texts remove the voluptuous 
softness associated with Italian imports, instead reinforcing the Teutonic qualities of 
‘dignity’ and ‘gravity’ that can build virtue in the schoolboys.  
 The ability of contrafacta to purify Italian music is also described in the 
commendatory poems for the 1587 Primus liber suavissimas…cantilenas. As the verse 
written by Michael Julius (deacon at the Margarethenkirche in Gotha) explains: 
The Italian song here forms resounding rhythms 
Yet previously it came from an unclean mouth. 
Now with changed words and unchanged music 
Every crowd sings it, celebrating its having been made by the awesome God.68 
The phrase ‘resounding rhythms’ evokes a Melancthonian sense of music’s harmonic 
ratios and their power to control the emotions. This power is of divine origin (‘having 
been made by the awesome God’) and can be recovered by replacing the erotic words 
with wholesome ones; the musical notes do not require alteration. As in Alber’s and 
Knaust’s statements, the poem emphasises the intrinsic holiness of music, a holiness 
that facilitates the making of contrafacta. 
 The Lutheran belief in the inherent virtue of music implies that a vocal 
composition can exist independent of its text, and that a contrafactum can obliterate 
                                                         
67 ‘vir et Poeta optimus Ludovicus Helmpoldus, qui admirabili ingenij dexteritate, plurimas Gallorum 
atque Italorum cantilenas ad meliorem canendi usum convertit adhibitis ijs sententijs, quae et dignitate 
simul & gravitate non solum ad informandas puerorum, ad virtutem, mentes, et ad optimos 
conservandos, alendosque mores valeant plurimum, verum etiam ad pietatis rudimenta cum voluptate 
alliciant.’ Schröter (ed.), Cantiones suavissimae, tenor partbook, sig. A2r. 
68 ‘Effinxit cantus numeris resonantibus hosce 
Italus, at spurco concinit ore, prius: 
Nunc textu verso numeris remanentibus, omnis 
Turba canit, celebrans facta veranda DEI.’ Bacusius (ed.), Primus liber suavissimas…cantilenas, Discantus 
partbook, sig. aa1v. 
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all connotations of the previous set of words. It does not allow for contrafacta that 
stand in a close relationship to the original, retaining the same first line and changing 
only one or two offending passages (as with some of Knaust’s song-texts). In such 
cases, the sacred contrafacta might re-inscribe the memory of the secular original in 
the minds of listeners. In discussing the Erfurt contrafacta of Italian songs, it is 
therefore crucial to examine the degree of transformation that occurs as a madrigal or 
villanella is converted into a devotional or moralistic song. The following sections 
explore each of the Erfurt anthologies of Italian music, outlining their fragmentary 
survival and discussing the likely sources for their pieces. I then probe the textual and 
musical transformations, to understand better how Italian secular vocal music was 
appropriated by Lutheran pastors and schoolteachers.  
 
Cleansing the villanella  
The two volumes of Cantiones suavissimae, published in Erfurt in 1576 and 1580, 
contain Italian villanellas adapted for use at Latin grammar schools in central 
Germany. A genre originating in the erotic jests of Neapolitan popular culture, the 
villanella underwent a gradual process of civilisation as it travelled northwards 
through Italian territories and then over the Alps. Such attempts at civilisation 
culminated in the 1576 and 1580 Erfurt anthologies, where the catchy melodies of the 
villanella were adapted to carry Latin moral lessons to schoolboys.  
Each volume of the Cantiones suavissimae consists of four oblong quarto 
partbooks, containing 25 contrafacta of villanellas. The title-pages of both the 1576 
and 1580 volumes bear the simple inscription: Cantiones suavissimæ quatuor vocum, 
antehac in Germania nunquam editae (Sweetest songs in four voices, never before published in 
Germany) (Figure 1). The dedication in book 1 identifies the author of the Latin texts 
as Ludwig Helmbold (1532–98), and the editor of the music as Leonhart Schröter (c. 
1532–c. 1601). Helmbold was educated in Mühlhausen and at the universities of 
Erfurt and Leipzig. He worked as a teacher in Erfurt and from 1570 in his hometown 
of Mühlhausen; a prolific writer of Latin verse, he was crowned imperial poet 
laureate in 1566.69 Schröter was cantor in the Thuringian town of Saalfeld from c. 1561 
                                                         
69 H. Kämmel, ‘Helmbold, Ludwig’, Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie 11 (1880), pp. 701–702; W. Thilo, 
Ludwig Helmbold nach Leben und Dichten (Berlin, 1851), p. 72.  
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to 1576, and then cantor in Magdeburg until 1595. The only interruption in his 
teaching career was between 1571 and 1573 when he was temporarily dismissed for 
his sympathies with the followers of Melanchthon; during these two years he worked 
as librarian at the Wolfenbüttel court.70 Helmbold knew Schröter as early as 1561, to 
judge from a poem dedicated to Schröter in his collection of epigrams from that 
year.71 
[Insert Figure 1 near here] 
The only exemplars of Cantiones suavissimae listed in RISM B/I are copies of the 
Altus partbook of volumes 1 and 2 in Toruń’s Biblioteka Uniwersytecka;72 this Altus 
partbook is all that remains of a complete set of both 1576 and 1580 volumes once 
held by the Marienbibliothek in Elbing (present-day Elbląg, Poland).73 Complete sets 
of partbooks of book 1 are held in the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich 
(catalogued in RISM A/I)74 and in the Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków (not 
catalogued by RISM).75 In 2012 the British Library acquired the Discantus partbook of 
books 1 and 2 from the music dealer Hans Schneider;76 this Discantus partbook, now 
shelved as K.11.e.26, facilitates a study of the concordances in volume 2. 
Although the volumes of Cantiones suavissimae do not identify the composers 
or titles of the original villanellas, I have identified sources for all but three of the 
pieces (see Table 1). Sixteen pieces come from Baldassare Donato’s Il primo libro di 
canzon villanesche, ‘perhaps the most successful of all the villanesca collections’ of the 
sixteenth century;77 at least seven editions were printed by Gardano and Scotto in the 
                                                         
70 H. Haase, ‘Der erste herzogliche Bibliothekar, ein Musiker: Bemerkungen über den Kantor und 
Komponisten Leonhart Schröter’, Wolfenbütteler Beiträge, 1 (1972), pp. 140–67. 
71  L. Helmbold, Epigrammatum Liber Unus (Erfurt, 1561), sig. B1v. The poem was first noted by R. 
Jauernig, ‘Ergänzungen und Berichtigungen zu Eitners Quellenlexikon für Musiker und Musikgelehrte 
des 16. Jahrhunderts’, Die Musikforschung, 6 (1953), pp. 249–58 (at p. 257). 
72 RISM B/I, 15762 and 15807; shelfmark: V.836. 
73 For an 1885 inventory of the Marienbibliothek in Elbing, see T. Carstenn, ‘Katalog der St 
Marienbibliothek in Elbing’, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, 11 (1896), pp. 40–49. On the fate of this 
collection after World War 2, see A. Leszczyńska, ‘Zbiory muzyczne Biblioteki Mariackiej w Elblągu 
wczoraj i dziś’, in A. Patalas and S. Hrabia (eds.), Europejska kultura muzyczna w polskich bibliotekach i 
archiwach (Kraków, 2008), pp. 27–37. 
74 Shelfmark: 4 Mus.pr. 198. 
75 Shelfmark: Mus.ant.pract S721; see A. Patalas, Catalogue of Early Music Prints from the Collections of the 
Former Preußische Staatsbibliothek in Berlin kept at the Jagellionian Library in Cracow (Kraków, 1999), p. 422. 
76 Listed in Schneider’s catalogue no. 460 (2012) as item 33. 
77 M. S. Lewis, Antonio Gardano, Venetian Music Printer, 1538–1569. Volume 2, A Descriptive bibliography 
and historical study 1550-1559 (New York, 1997), p. 102. 
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1550s, of which the 1556 or 1558 editions are the most likely source for Schröter’s 
anthology.78 Thirteen pieces come from Perissone Cambio’s Canzon villanesche alla 
napolitana a quatro voci (Venice, 1545, 2/1551).79 Another thirteen villanellas are from 
Adrian Willaert’s Canzone villanesche alla napolitana (Venice, 1545), which included 
several pieces attributed to other composers such as Francesca Corteccia.80 Finally, 
five pieces come from Orlande de Lassus’s so-called opus 1, Le quatoirsiesme livre a 
quatre parties (Antwerp, 1555; also published in the same year as Il primo libro dovesi 
contengono madrigali, vilanesche, canzoni francesi, e motetti a quattro voci).81 Schröter 
therefore reworked villanellas which had been published up to thirty years earlier 
and which already had a rich reception history.  
[Insert Table 1 near here] 
In Italian lands the villanella was a piece of erotic banter, initially associated 
with Neapolitan popular culture and courtesans, and then later imitated in 
aristocratic, academic and even clerical circles. The strophic texts are rich in dialect 
and veiled obscenities: typically they present the words of a male suitor, who voices 
his erotic frustrations with his chosen woman via a series of double meanings (with 
phallic symbols such as crowing cockerels, or metaphors for sexual encounters such 
as fingering a bagpipe’s drone).82 Frequently a further level of innuendo can be 
detected, referring to transgressive sexual practices including sodomy.83 In 
Neapolitan culture of the 1530s and 1540s, villanellas were sung in three-voice 
versions whose unsophisticated musical texture (often with consecutive fifths and 
octaves) indicated the genre’s popular roots. From the 1540s, four-voice settings 
became fashionable among sophisticated Venetian audiences, including aristocratic 
households and academies keen to mimic the dialect crudities of Neapolitans.84 These 
                                                         
78 Unlike earlier editions, the 1556 and 1558 editions contain concordances with all the villanellas in the 
1576 and 1580 anthologies. 
79 RISM C551–C552. 
80 RISM 154520. Modern edition as Adrian Willaert and His Circle: Canzone villanesche alla napolitana and 
villotte, ed. D. G. Cardamone, Recent Researches in the Music of the Renaissance, vol. 30 (Madison, WI, 
1978). 
81 RISM 155519 / L755; 155529 / L756. 
82 D. G. Cardamone, ‘Erotic Jest and Gesture in Roman Anthologies of Neapolitan Dialect Songs’, Music 
& Letters, 86 (2005), pp. 357–79. 
83 D. G. Cardamone, ‘Unmasking Salacious Subtexts in Lasso’s Neapolitan songs’, in B. J. Blackburn & 
L. Stras (eds.), Eroticism in Early Modern Music (Farnham, 2015), pp. 59–81. 
84 M. Feldman, City Culture and the Madrigal at Venice (Berkeley, 1995), pp. 97–102. 
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four-voice arrangements by such composers as Cambio, Donato and Willaert had the 
melody in the tenor or soprano, and could be performed by a vocal ensemble or by a 
solo voice with lute accompaniment.85 Whether in three or four voices, villanellas 
were characterised by a homophonic, syllabic texture and declamatory text-setting 
with irregular phrase-lengths and rhythms. Often a phrase is repeated with the note-
values halved, giving a sense of chattering intensification to the music.  
 Villanellas were cultivated by the German connoisseurs of Italian culture 
mentioned in the introduction to this article. At the Dresden court, Antonio Scandello 
composed four-voice villanellas on Italian texts, possibly for performance at table by 
the Tola brothers or as carnival entertainment; his book of villanellas, dedicated to the 
Elector of Saxony, was first published by Gerlach in Nuremberg in 1566.86 Villanellas 
were cultivated too at the Bavarian court in Munich and the satellite court of crown 
prince Wilhelm at Landshut. At a commedia dell’arte performance at the 1568 Munich 
wedding, Lassus famously sung a villanella ‘Chi passa per questa strada’ to his own 
lute accompaniment.87 Elite merchants also collected Venetian publications of 
villanellas: in Augsburg, Raimund Fugger Jr. owned four-voice canzone villanesche by 
Perissone Cambio and Willaert,88 and Hans Heinrich Herwart owned Willaert’s 1545 
book and Donato’s 1551 book of four-voice villanellas.89 It is unclear whether German 
connoisseurs grasped the multiple layers of innuendo in villanella texts; perhaps a 
full understanding was possible only for those Germans who had studied in Italy. For 
                                                         
85 D. Fabris, ‘Solo Singing to the Lute in the Origins of the Villanella alla Napolitana, c. 1530–1570’, 
Trossinger Jahrbuch für Renaissancemusik, 2 (2002), pp. 133–45. 
86 RISM S1146–S1148. The music is transcribed in D. Heuchemer, ‘Italian Musicians in Dresden in the 
Second Half of the Sixteenth Century, with an Emphasis on the Lives and Works of Antonio Scandello 
and Giovanni Battista Pinello di Ghirardi’ (PhD dissertation, University of Cincinnati, 1997). See also 
M. A. Balsano, ‘Et a Dresda Martin diventò Ianni. Le canzone napolitane di Antonio Scandello’, in F. 
Heidelberger, W. Osthoff and R. Wiesend (eds.), Von Isaac bis Bach: Studien zur älteren deutschen 
Musikgeschichte. Festschrift Martin Just zum 60. Geburtstag (Kassel, 1991), pp. 139–53. 
87 Die Münchner Fürstenhochzeit von 1568. Massimo Troiano: Dialoge italienisch / deutsch, ed. H. 
Leuchtmann (Munich and Salzburg, 1980), p. 312. On Italianate influences on the 1568 wedding, see M. 
A. Katritzky, ‘The Diaries of Prince Ferdinand of Bavaria: Commedia Dell’Arte at the Wedding 
Festivals of Florence (1565) and Munich (1568)’, in J. R. Mulryne and M. Shewring (eds.), Italian 
Renaissance Festivals and Their European Influence (Lampeter, 1992), pp. 143–172. 
88 ‘Il Villanesche dell Perissone mit 4. Stimen. et Adriano Willart, in blau türkisch Leder einpund’; 
‘Canzon Villanesche Dell Perissone Cambio p. 4’. Schaal, ‘Die Musikbibliothek von Raimund Fugger‘, 
pp. 130, 132. 
89 Slim, ‘The Music Library of the Augsburg Patrician, Hans Heinrich Herwart’, inventory items 138, 
345. 
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German patriots, however, the erotic content of villanellas would have confirmed 
their critique of aristocrats and merchants as degenerately aping Italian hedonism.  
 Even outside the domain of connoisseurs, several villanellas achieved popular 
dissemination in German-speaking lands. Often they circulated in tablature, without 
the Italian texts that were problematic for many Germans. Lassus’s villanellas 
including ‘La cortesie’ and ‘Madonna mia’ appeared in Sixt Kargel’s lute books 
published in Strasbourg in the 1570s.90 Two villanellas from Donato’s collection 
appear in the 1571 keyboard Tabulaturbuch edited by the Leipzig organist Elias 
Nikolaus Ammerbach, and another is in Ammerbach’s 1583 anthology; Ammerbach 
gives no composer ascriptions for these pieces, and presents two of them with 
German titles, showing they were already circulating in Germanised forms. 91 One of 
these villanellas (‘Se pur ti guardo’) was also published with German sacred words 
‘Allein nach dir, Herr Jesu Christ’ by the Erfurt firm of Baumann in a 1572 partbook 
collection of devotional music.92 Later this same tune would be used in a mechanical 
clock for Philipp II of Pomerania, and the connoisseur Philipp Hainhofer correctly 
identified its German and Italian titles.93 Such diverse adaptations show how the 
declamatory melodies of villanellas became accepted in their own right, as items of 
popular culture with the original words removed.  
 Lutheran teachers and pastors, however, remained concerned by the erotic 
connotations of the villanella, as shown by the dedication to the Cantiones suavissimae 
quoted above. Consequently in their 1576 and 1580 anthologies, Helmbold and 
Schröter replaced the secular Italian words with Latin moralising texts. Their choice 
of language reflected the belief of grammar school teachers that pupils should speak 
Latin at all times, even for recreation.94 Helmbold’s texts offer moral lessons relevant 
                                                         
90 Both appear in Sixt Kargel’s Novae elegantissimae gallicae…et italicae cantilenae (Strasbourg, 1574) and 
his Toppel Cythar (Strasbourg, 1575).   
91 In E. N. Ammerbach, Orgel oder Instrument Tabulatur (Leipzig, 1571), nos. 11 and 12 are tablatures of 
villanellas found in Donato’s collection: ‘Allein nach dir Herr Jhesu Christ’ is a version of ‘Se pur ti 
guardo’, and ‘Ein Henlein weis’ is a version of La canzon della Gallina; Ammerbach’s Orgel oder 
Instrument Tabulaturbuch (Nuremberg, 1583) intabulates Donato’s ‘Occhi lucenti assai piu che le stelle’ 
(p. 145). 
92 J. Magdeburg, Christliche vnd tröstliche Tischgesenge (Erfurt, 1572), no. 7. 
93 Des Augsburger Patriciers Philipp Hainhofer Beziehungen zum Herzog Philipp II. von Pommern-Stettin. 
Correspondenzen aus den Jahren 1610–1619, ed. O. Doering (Vienna, 1894), p. 244. 
94 A. Wilkius, Außführliches vnd gründliches Bedencken wie man einen Knaben...führen vnd lehren sol (Gotha, 
1602), chapter 5; G. Mertz, Das Schulwesen der deutschen Reformation im 16. Jahrhundert (Heidelberg, 
1902), p. 598. 
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to pupils: for instance, speech should be truthful (1576, no. 3); alcohol should be 
drunk in moderation (1576, no. 5); pleasure is not a human gift but comes from 
heaven (1580, no. 21).  
By replacing Italian with Latin texts, Helmbold and Schröter exploited the 
lexical and grammatical similarities between the two languages, although frequently 
the Latin contrafacta lack the metrical and rhyme schemes of the Italian originals. 
Sometimes they created parallelisms between the original text and the contrafactum, 
so that keywords in the Italian villanella are rendered as cognate Latin words. Such a 
technique is used in ‘O dulce sacramentum’ (1576, no. 24), a contrafactum of 
Willaert’s ‘O dolce vita’. The first strophe of Willaert’s original sets the words of a 
rejected lover, consumed by the pain of love: 
O dolce vita mia che t’haggio fatto Sweet light of my life, what have I done 
Che mi minacci ogn’hor con tue parolle. That makes you constantly threaten me? 
Et io mi struggo come nev’al sole. Like snow in the sun I am ever more consumed.95 
Helmbold and Schröter’s non-strophic contrafactum picks up the bittersweet 
nature of carnal love in the original text. For them, these bittersweet emotions instead 
symbolise Holy Communion, in which Christ’s tortured body and blood become 
balm for the sick soul:   
O dulce sacramentum altaris almi, O sweet sacrament of the nourishing altar, 
Quo sua viscera dat Jesus Christus homini 
medicus aegro, 
By which the physician Jesus Christ gives his 
entrails to the sick man   
ut renovetur atque recreetur ea salute cuius non 
est finis. 
That he be renewed and refreshed by the health, 
of which there is no end. 
The contrafactum retains the most distinctive feature of Willaert’s villanella, namely 
the setting of ‘dolce’ (now rendered as ‘dulce’). This keyword is sung to a succession 
of chords that delay arrival at the D minor tonal centre of the villanella; the G minor 
and B flat major chords are from the mollis side of the tonal spectrum and might be 
perceived as tender by sixteenth-century listeners (Example 1). Helmbold and 
Schröter thus sought to purify the villanella’s text while retaining an aspect of its 
musico-poetic identity. 
                                                         
95 Edition of text and translation from Cardamone (ed.), Adrian Willaert and his circle: Canzone villanesche 
alla napolitana and villotte, p. xxx.  
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[Insert Example 1 near here]  
A more radical transformation is found in ‘Cur caecus nascitur’ (1580, no. 14), a 
reworking of Willaert’s ‘Madonna mia famme bon’offerta’. The secular original has 
three strophes setting the words of a man offering his ‘sto galuccio’ (‘fat cock’) to 
‘madonna’ (his lady, possibly a courtesan):  
Madonna mia famme bon’offerta My lady, make me a good offer 
Ch’io porto per presente sto galuccio. And in return I’ll bring you this fat cock. 
Che sempre canta quand’è dì alle galline He crows to tell the hens it’s day, 
E dice: chi chir chi ‘Chi chir, chi,’ he’ll always say, 
E tanto calca forte la galina So hard does he tread the hen, 
Che li fa nascer l’ov’ogni matina. She lays an egg each day at ten.96 
The phallic innuendo is made plain by the refrain’s evocation of the cock, including 
his crowing (‘chi chir chi’), followed by the closing couplet describing his sexual 
dominance over the hen. Willaert’s setting gradually increases the speed of 
declamation, from the slow statement of the initial phrase, to the repeated dotted 
rhythms on the cries of ‘chi chir chi’ (Example 2). 
[Insert Example 2 near here] 
Schröter and Helmbold converted this bawdy banter into a moral lesson on 
disability, based on John 9:1–3 (when Jesus and the disciples meet a blind man): 
Cur caecus nascitur? Cuius parentes, Why is the blind man born? His parents 
Non meruere, qui nec ipse peccat.  Do not deserve it, and he does not sin himself. 
Iniqua fata dicimus, quia nescimus We say: unfair fates, because we do not know 
Causam: Gloria The reason: God wants his glory 
Dei vult manifeste declarari, To be clearly exhibited 
Operibus potens miraculosis. Powerfully in marvellous works. 
The new text paraphrases Jesus’s explanation that blind people are born not because 
they or their parents have sinned, but rather because God brings forth a diversity of 
creatures to display His glory and power.97 The climactic crowing is now set to the 
words ‘Gloria’; phallic jesting has become a lesson in moral theology for schoolboys.  
                                                         
96 Edition of text and translation from Cardamone (ed.), Adrian Willaert and his circle: Canzone villanesche 
alla napoltiana and villotte, p. xxviii. 
97 This view of disability was developed by Augustine of Hippo, who explained that disabled persons 
‘are predestinated and brought into being…in order that those who are able should understand that 
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Through such transformations, Helmbold and Schröter made the four-voice 
villanella resemble the Latin ode. Musical settings of odes had been cultivated in 
German grammar schools since the 1500s, typically characterised by four-voice 
homophony whose rhythms followed the Latin prosody. In the 1570s the genre was 
still flourishing, with Ludwig Helmbold contributing the texts for Joachim a Burck’s 
Odae sacrae (1572), one of the earliest books of music printed by Georg Baumann in 
Erfurt. Burck’s settings respect the quantitative rhythms of the Latin verse (the 
semibreve and breve are used to set short and long syllables respectively) and he 
avoided repeating lines of text. Otherwise these settings of odes resembled the 
villanella in several ways, notably the syllabic declamation, homophonic four-voice 
texture and avoidance of word-painting. Indeed, Helmbold and Burck’s Odae sacrae 
are described on the title-page as ‘ad imitationem italicarum villanescarum’; Nicole 
Schwindt notes this is the earliest use of the term ‘villanella’ in a published German 
collection of music.98 By adapting the Italian villanella into a form similar to the Latin 
ode, Helmbold and Schröter exemplified a common response to cultural exchange, 
namely to translate the foreign into familiar terms.99  
In turn, Helmbold and Schröter’s contrafacta gained their own lives, being 
copied in manuscript partbooks and tablatures (see Table 1). For instance, Johann 
Velbonius, the tutor of the Lüneburg patrician Franciscus Witzendorff in the 1590s, 
copied four pieces from the collection for the benefit of his teenage pupil.100 Latin 
contrafacta of villanellas suited the repertory of the partbooks assembled by 
Velbonius, which also included Latin motets, Latin odes from Burck’s Odae sacrae, 
and German songs. Another piece from the 1576 anthology was copied by Sebastian 
Fleischmann, who studied at Erfurt University from 1586 and later became pastor in 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
God’s grace and the Spirit…does not pass over any kind of capacity in the sons of mercy…so that “he 
that glorieth, let him glory in the Lord” (1 Cor. 1:31).’ Augustine, Anti-Pelagian Writings in The Nicene 
and Post-Nicene Fathers, first series, vol. 5, ed. P. Schaff (New York, 1887), p. 28. See also Augustine’s 
statement on ‘monstrous births’: ‘For God, the Creator of all, knows where and when each thing ought 
to be, or to have been created, because He sees the similarities and diversities which can contribute to 
the beauty of the whole.’ Augustine, The City of God, transl. M. Dods, vol. 2 (Edinburgh, 1871), p. 117.   
98 N. Schwindt, ‘ “Philonellae”: Die Anfänge der deutschen Villanella zwischen Tricinium und 
Napolitana’, in M. Zywietz, V. Honemann and C. Bettels (eds.), Gattungen und Formen des europäischen 
Liedes vom 14. bis 16. Jahrhundert (Münster, 2005), pp. 243–83 (p. 265)  
99 P. Burke, Cultural Hybridity (Cambridge, 2009), p. 57. 
100 K. G. Hartmann, ‘Die Handschrift KN 144 der Ratsbücherei zu Lüneburg’, Die Musikforschung, 13 
(1960), pp. 1–27. 
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Udestedt from 1606 to 1628. Fleischmann copied ‘Dulcis quies brevisque conceditur’ 
within a partbook set that contained liturgical, devotional and secular 
compositions.101 Such copying shows that, although Helmbold and Schröter are 
unlikely to have fully succeeded in their aim of displacing the immoral Italian 
originals, their contrafacta enabled villanellas to be assimilated within a repertory 
deemed suitable for Lutheran educational use. 
 
Purifying the ‘foremost masters’ 
Melchior Bacusius’s Primus liber suavissimas…cantilenas (1587) marked a new phase in 
the appropriation of Italian secular music in central Germany. Like Schröter and 
Helmbold, Bacusius sought to purify secular vocal music for an audience of German 
schoolboys. His 1587 collection is distinctive for presenting an up-to-date repertory of 
Italian music with an emphasis on the mastery of the composers, who are attributed 
for each piece. As the verbose title-page explains in both Latin and German: ‘The first 
book of the sweetest Italian songs in 4, 5, 6 and 8 parts, which are taken from the 
foremost masters of this age, and are adorned with Christian Latin or German texts.’ 
(See facsimile in Figure 2.) As with Schröter and Helmold’s anthologies, the title-page 
correctly claims that these pieces were never before printed in German lands. 
Bacusius’s collection predates the better-known Gemma musicalis edited by Friedrich 
Lindner and published in Nuremberg between 1588 and 1590. It is thus valuable 
evidence of how far Italian music had infiltrated among the pastors and teachers of 
central Germany. 
[Insert Figure 2 near here] 
Only fragmentary copies of Bacusius’s anthology survive. An incomplete set of 
partbooks (Discantus, Altus, Basis and Quinta Vox), originally owned by the church 
and school of St Anna in Augsburg, survives in the Bischöfliche Zentralbibliothek, 
Regensburg.102 The Sexta Vox partbook from the St Anna set, identified by its ‘SANA’ 
                                                         
101 The surviving partbooks are preserved in D-WRha, Mus. Ms. A5 (cantus), D-Ngm, Hs. 138037 (alto), 
D-WRha, Ms. Udestedt 3 (Quinta Vox). See S. Voss, Die Musikaliensammlung im Pfarrarchiv Udestedt: 
Untersuchungen zur Musikgeschichte Thüringens im 17. und 18. Jahrhundert (Schneverdingen, 2006). 
102 Shelfmark B 237–240. These four partbooks are bound with manuscript parts for approximately 
seventy pieces, partly copied in the hand of Adam Gumpelzhaimer, cantor at the St Anna school. For 
an inventory of these manuscript compositions, see G. Haberkamp, Bischöfliche Zentralbibliothek 
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stamp, is now in the British Library (Figure 2).103 Copies of the Altus, Basis and 
Quinta Vox partbooks are held at the Biblioteka Jagiellońska, Kraków (formerly 
owned by the Preussische Staatsbibliothek, Berlin),104 and a further copy of the Altus 
partbook is in the Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Dresden (formerly owned by the 
Stadtbibliothek, Zittau).105 There is no extant copy of the Tenor partbook, which 
presumably contained the dedication or preface; in the absence of this prefatory 
material, much must remain conjectural about the circumstances of this volume.  
No editor is named on the title-page of the anthology. However, a 
commendatory poem in the Discantus partbook (headed ‘In Cantiones Italicas à 
Melchiore Bacusio editas’) indicates that the editor was Melchior Bacusius (or 
Backhaus). In 1586 Bacusius was appointed as the fourth teacher (Quartus) at the 
grammar school in Eisleben; this post also carried the responsibilities as cantor at the 
nearby Andreaskirche.106 He may have been the ‘Melch. Backhusius’ who 
matriculated at Erfurt University in Michaelmas 1570, connecting him to the 
environment of Helmbold and Knaust.107 The commendatory poems in the surviving 
partbooks—written by such figures as Bartholomäus Hubner (doctor of medicine in 
Erfurt), Christoph Winer (preacher in Sundhausen, and formerly deputy head at the 
Gotha Gymnasium) and Johann Wagner (deacon of the Andreaskirche in Erfurt)—
again suggest the collection’s genesis in a central German milieu of clerics and 
intelligentsia. 
                                                                                                                                                                                 
Regensburg. Thematischer Katalog der Musikhandschriften. 1: Sammlung Proske, Manuskripte des 16. und 17. 
Jahrhunderts aus den Signaturen A.R., B, C, AN (Munich, 1989) pp. 223–7. 
103 Shelfmark B.375; digitised 2011 as part of the Early Music Online project. Gertraut Haberkamp was 
the first to associate the ‘SANA’ stamp with the church and school of St Anna: see her Bischöfliche 
Zentralbibliothek Regensburg. Thematischer Katalog der Musikhandschriften. 2: Sammlung Proske, 
Manuskripte des 18. und 19. Jahrhunderts aus den Signaturen A.R., C, AN (Munich, 1989), p. xxiv (where 
she reads the stamp’s initials as ‘SAVA’). An initial list of extant printed music from the St Anna 
library appears in J. A. Bernstein, ‘Buyers and Collectors of Music Publications: Two Sixteenth-Century 
Music Libraries Recovered’, in J. A. Owens and A. M. Cummings (eds.), Music in Renaissance Cities and 
Courts: Studies in Honor of Lewis Lockwood (Warren, MI, 1997), pp. 21–33 (esp. pp. 31–3); many further 
volumes have been subsequently identified by Richard Charteris, for instance see his ‘An Early 
Seventeenth-Century Collection of Sacred Vocal Music and its Augsburg Connections’, Notes, 58 
(2002), 511–35.  
104 Shelfmark Mus. ant. pract. B290.s. 
105 Shelfmark 5.Mus.8.2407; this copy also bears a stamp of ownership ‘R. BLUMS’ but I have been 
unable to identify a former owner of this name. 
106 F. Ellendt, Geschichte des Königlichen Gymnasiums zu Eisleben. Eine Jubelschrift zur Feier seines 
dreihundertjährigen Bestehens (Eisleben, 1846), pp. 9, 124.  
107 J. C. Hermann Weissenborn, Acten der Erfurter Universitaet, 3 vols (Halle, 1881–99), vol. 2, p. 423. 
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A possible connection with local members of the nobility is suggested by four 
of the contrafacta (nos. 5, 13, 22 and 26), which set Biblical mottoes used by members 
of the Mansfeld and Schwarzburg-Frankenhausen houses (according to headings in 
the 1587 printed edition, see Table 2). In at least one case (no. 13, ‘Hat Gott der Gnad 
vergessen’, a version of Psalm 77.10) the same Biblical motto is found in the funeral 
sermon of the nobleman in question.108 It is therefore possible that some of the 
contrafacta were made for aristocratic patrons, using their personal mottos (symbola). 
On the other hand, as will be shown below, some of the texts have a didactic tone that 
indicates a likely audience of schoolboys. 
[Insert Table 2 near here] 
 Bacusius’s anthology contains contrafacta of twenty-six pieces, scored for four 
to eight voices in a range of styles from the lighter canzonetta to the more serious 
madrigal (see Table 2). The strophic structure and rhythmic energy of the canzonetta 
is represented by eight four-voice pieces from Orazio Vecchi’s Canzonette books 1 and 
2 (Venice, 1580), two five-voice pieces from Girolamo Conversi’s Il primo libro de 
canzoni alla napolitana (Venice, 1571) and one five-voice piece from Giovanni Ferretti’s 
Canzone alla napolitana a cinque voci (Venice, 1567). Through-composed five-voice 
madrigals include two by Luca Marenzio and one by Giovanni Maria Nanino from 
the 1582 anthology Dolci affetti (Venice, 1582) and a piece each by Nanino and Lelio 
Bertani possibly from Antwerp anthologies of 1583. Larger-scored pieces include 
three madrigals from Andrea Gabrieli’s Il secondo libro de madrigali a sei voci (Venice, 
1580) and two madrigals from Vecchi’s Madrigali a sei voci (Venice, 1583). The 
anthology closes with two eight-voice pieces attributed to Ferretti and Marenzio, for 
which the printed originals are unknown. The piece attributed to Marenzio, ‘In der 
Höhe sey Gott Ehr Lob’, also survives in a version again ascribed to Marenzio but 
with a Latin sacred text ‘Exaltabo et benedicam nomini tuo in saeculum saeculi’, in a 
manuscript originating in the electoral school at St Afra in Meissen and copied c. 
1593–96 by the Meissen pupil Urban Birck.109 (The Latin version is incomplete, with 
                                                         
108 E. Rhotmaler, Eine Christliche Leichpredigt...Wilhelms...Graffen zu Schwarzburg...aus dem 77. Psalm 
(Erfurt, 1598). 
109 Dresden, Sächsische Landesbibliothek, Ms. Mus. Gri. 50, no. 90; for an inventory and information on 
dating and scribal hands, see W. Steude, Die Musiksammelhandschriften des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts in der 
Sächsischen Landesbibliothek zu Dresden (Wilhelmshaven, 1974), pp. 81–85. 
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just Discantus 2, Tenor 1, Tenor 2 and Bass 2 parts extant; Bacusius’s anthology 
supplies the missing parts, and allows the fragmentary edition of the Latin version in 
the Marenzio Opera Omnia to be completed.110)  
Bacusius’s anthology is a testament to the cosmopolitan musical networks of 
cantors in central Germany, who were evidently aware of up-to-date Italian 
repertory. Most of the Italian originals for his anthology were first printed in Venice 
within the previous seven years; the exceptions include the three canzonettas by 
Canzoni and Ferretti (published in the years around 1570s), and four pieces that may 
derive from the Antwerp anthologies Harmonia celeste (1582) and Symphonia angelica 
(1585) (see Table 2). The Italian editions presumably used by Bacusius were not 
advertised in the catalogues of the Frankfurt book-fair, suggesting that Thuringian 
school musicians obtained recent Italian music from specialist dealers or their own 
personal contacts. Possibly one route was via the convivial circles of university 
students, who were often keen purchasers of recent secular repertory.111 Regardless of 
how Bacusius obtained his sources, his collection appeared a year before the first 
volume of Friedrich Lindner’s Gemma musicalis was published in Nuremberg, and has 
some overlaps of repertory with it. Three of the Italian originals used by Bacusius 
were subsequently reprinted by Lindner.112 Lindner’s Gemma musicalis is usually 
regarded as the first publication of wholly Italian-texted pieces edited by a German: 
Susan Lewis Hammond describes it as an ‘important preparatory step toward the 
broader German reception of Italian secular song’.113 Yet Bacusius’s 1587 book shows 
that even before Lindner’s anthology, central German schoolteachers were 
                                                         
110 L. Marenzio, Opera Omnia vol.7: Musica sacra, ed. B. Meier & R. Jackson, Corpus Mensurabilis 
Musicae, vol. 72 (Holzgerlingen, 2000), pp. 58–60. 
111 For instance, Johannes Wasmer (c. 1559–1604) bought thirteen partbook collections in Leipzig in 
1583, including eight Gardano editions such as madrigal collections by Marc’Antonio Ingegneri, Giulio 
Cesare Gabussi and Claudio Merulo. These books are preserved in D-WILd. Wasmer’s name does not 
appear in the matriculation registers of Leipzig University, but as a young man he may have socialised 
with the city’s students. H. Albrecht, ‘Musikdrucke aus den Jahren 1576–1580 in Wilster (Holstein)’, 
Die Musikforschung, 2 (1949), pp. 204–9. 
112 The Italian originals for Bacusius’s no. 4 (Vecchi, ‘Se pensando al partire’), no. 9 (Marenzio, ‘Hor 
pien d’altro desio’) and no. 16 (Conversi, ‘Stanott’io me sognava’) were subsequently included in vols. 
1 or 2 of Lindner’s Gemma musicalis (Nuremberg, 1588–89). 
113 Lewis Hammond, Editing Music in Early Modern Germany, p. 76. An earlier anthology of Italian-
texted secular music published in German-speaking lands, Sdegnosi ardori (Munich, 1585, RISM 158517), 
was edited by the Italian émigré Giulio Gigli da Immola, a musician at the Munich court; it contains 31 
settings of Giovanni Battista Guarini’s `Ardo sì’. 
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sufficiently aware of Italian secular music to adapt it radically for didactic and 
devotional use.  
Of the twenty-six contrafacta in the collection, half have Latin texts and half 
have German texts. Compared to the moralising and didactic texts of Helmbold and 
Schröter’s collections, the Latin texts in Bacusius’s anthology have a stronger 
devotional focus, often urging the worship of Christ (as in ‘Quas Christe, quas grates 
tibi canemus’, no. 1, or ‘Christus orbis Salvator’, no. 10). Like Hembold and Schröter’s 
‘O dulce sacramentum’ studied above, the Latin contrafacta may echo the metrical 
structure of the Italian originals or the musico-poetic emphasis on certain keywords. 
The contrafacta with German texts offer more drastic transformations of the originals. 
Most of the German texts are paraphrases of Biblical passages and hence replace the 
original poem with a prose text. A few use pre-existing German song-texts, which 
rarely follow the scansion of the Italian original.  
 The moralising and didactic tendencies of the collection are evident in no.14, 
‘Diß ist der Werlet lauff’, a reworking of Conversi’s ‘Canzon’va al mio bel sol’. 
Originally this was the final piece in Conversi’s 1571 collection of canzonettas, with a 
text that compares the male beloved to a long-awaited sunrise:114 
Canzon’va al mio bel sol Song, go to my beautiful sun 
Dì che non tardi Tell him not to be slow 
Scoprirm’i dolci rai To bathe me in his sweet rays, 
Che dubios’è il tardar Because his lateness would be ominous,  
Come tu sai. As you know. 
Bacusius replaced these words with text taken verbatim from Paul Rebhun’s 
Lutheran school drama Ein geistlich Spiel von der Gotfurchtigen vnd keuschen Frawen 
Susannen (Zwickau, 1536). The play is a didactic retelling of the apocryphal story of 
Susanna: two elders spied on her bathing, and when she resisted their lecherous 
demands, they sentenced her to death on false charges of adultery. Bacusius used the 
text from the chorus at the end of Act II, which warns about the injustice of the world 
and the corrupt acts of the powerful.115 The first two strophes are as follows: 
                                                         
114 I am very grateful to Carlo Cenciarelli for his help with this translation. 
115 Text and bicinium setting in P. Rebhun, Ein geistlich Spiel, von der Gotfurchtigen vnd keuschen Frawen 
Susannen (Zwickau, 1536), sig. D2v. The bicinium is also printed in E. Rotenbucher, Bergkreyen auff zwo 
stimmen componirt (Nuremberg, 1551), no. 15 
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Diß ist der Werlet lauff Thus the world runs 
Wer vleissig siecht darauff He who diligently looks at it  
Der findet wie gewalt Finds how the powerful 
Allzeit das recht behalt. Always treat the law. 
  
Reichtumb wird fur gezückt Riches will be promoted, 
Armut gar unterdrückt The poor trodden underfoot, 
Wer nicht hat gut und hab  He who has no possessions 
Muß allzeit sein schab ab. Must at all times be ground down.  
The remaining three strophes lament the injustices suffered by the weakest in society. 
Whereas in Rebhun’s 1536 publication this text was set as a bicinium, Bacusius used 
the chattering rhythms of Conversi’s canzonetta to energise this warning to Lutheran 
schoolboys: unlike the Old Testament elders, they should show the honesty expected 
of true Germans. 
 A more extreme transformation occurs in no. 23, ‘Gott ist getreu’, a 
contrafactum of Andrea Gabrieli’s six-voice madrigal ‘Non ti sdegnar’. The original 
poem chastises Phyllis for fleeing from her lover, then urges her to enjoy sensual 
pleasure before this is made impossible by the passing of time:116 
Non ti sdegnar, o Filli, ch’io ti segua, Don’t be annoyed, o Phyllis, if I pursue you,  
Perchè la tua bellezza for your beauty flees  
In un momento fugge e si dilegua; and disappears in a trice; 
E se pria che ti giunga aspra vecchiezza and before bitter old age overtakes you,  
Non cogli il frutto de la tua beltate, You do not gather the fruit of your beauty, 
Potrai forse pentirti in altra etate. you might perhaps repent later. 
The contrafactum substitutes a prose text, based on 1 Corinthians 10:12–13, which 
expresses the opposite sentiments of the Italian original: Christians should avoid 
temptation, using God’s faithfulness as a defence.117 
Gott ist getreu, der euch nicht last versuchen God is faithful. He will not let you be tempted 
über eueren Vermögen. beyond what you can bear. 
                                                         
116 Text as edited in, and translation adapted from, A. Gabrieli, Complete Madrigals 9–10. Madrigals of the 
Secondo Libro a 6, Other Madrigals a 6, Madrigals a 7, ed. A. Tillman Merritt, Recent Researches in the 
Music of the Renaissance, vols. 49–50 (Madison, WI, 1983), p. xxiii.  
117 Spelling of German text has been modernised. 
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Sondern machet dass euer Anfechtung  But when you are tempted,  
so ein End gewinne, dass ihr’s könnt ertragen. He will also provide a way out so that you can 
endure it. 
Wer steht, mag wohl zusehen, daß er nicht falle. Whoever stands, must take heed that he never 
falls.  
Gabrieli’s epigrammatic setting conveys the paradoxes of the poem with false 
relations and many changes of note-values and texture. It opens homophonically with 
the command ‘Non ti sdegnar’ (‘Don’t be annoyed’) to Phyllis. In Bacusius’s version 
this stark passage sets the words ‘Gott ist getreu’, highlighting the scriptural motto 
that defines the tone of the contrafactum (Example 3). Gabrieli depicted the words ‘In 
un momento fugge’ (‘disappears in a trice’) with rapidly repeated quavers, but 
Bacusius changed these into longer note-values to give slower declamation on ‘über 
eueren Vermögen’ (‘beyond what you can bear’). 
[Insert Examples 3 and 4 near here]  
 Halfway through Gabrieli’s setting, the music reaches a dramatic pause, before 
a thinner four-voice texture introduces the second half of the poem, with its vision of 
bitter old age. In the contrafactum this pause introduces the antithesis in the Biblical 
text, ‘Sondern machet dass euer Anfechtung’ (‘But when you are tempted’). The 
descending suspensions with which Gabrieli depicted ‘vecchiezza’ (‘old age’) give an 
appropriate harshness to ‘Anfechtung’ (‘temptation’), but as Helen Geyer observes, 
there is an inelegant emphasis on the last syllable of ‘Anfechtung’ (Example 4).118 
More successful are the closing bars of the contrafactum: here the short repeated-note 
motif (used in the madrigal to warn of the inexorable passage of time) underlines the 
scriptural admonition to stand firm against temptation. 
‘Gott ist getreu’ purifies Gabrieli’s madrigal, removing the original text with its 
invitation to sensual temptation. Despite some problems of word placement and 
accent, Bacusius transferred the emotional charge and rhetorical sophistication of 
                                                         
118 H. Geyer, ‘Bestände “italienischer” Renaissance- und Frühbarock-Musik im thüringischen 
Mitteldeutschland’, in H. Geyer, F. Körndle, C. Storch (eds.), Alte Musik in der Kulturlandschaft 
Thüringens. Beiträge zum zehnjährigen Bestehen der Academia Musicalis Thuringiae (Altenburg, 2010), pp. 
1–24 (p. 18); also published as ‘Wenig beachtete Transfer-Wege italienischer Renaissance- und 
Frühbarock-Musik im thüringischen Mitteldeutschland’, Freiberger Studien zur Orgel. Schriften der 
Silbermanngesellschaft, 11 (2010), pp. 30–50.  
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Gabrieli’s music to the scriptural text. His contrafactum appealed strongly to school 
and church musicians around 1600 in central Germany, who in all likelihood did not 
know the Italian original. As Table 2 shows, many of Bacusius’s contrafacta appear in 
manuscripts associated with Lutheran schools or musical societies; indeed, one of the 
most popular contrafacta was ‘Gott ist getreu’, with copies made c. 1600 by the 
Udestedt pastor Sebastian Fleischmann and in two manuscripts associated with the 
school and church in the Saxon town of Löbau.119  
Bacusius’s anthology shows how central German school musicians had a 
cosmopolitan awareness of recent Italian secular vocal music, including sophisticated 
pieces such as Andrea Gabrieli’s six-voice madrigals that were only available in 
Venetian editions. Aware of the musical appeal of this repertory, Bacusius sought to 
cleanse it for devotional and didactic use. By removing the erotic texts, his contrafacta 
not only allowed schoolboys and pastors to admire the music of the ‘foremost 
masters’; he also restored the holiness that Lutherans believed was innate in music. 
As the motto on the title-page of Bacusius’s anthology explained: ‘The practice of 
music is a foretaste of eternal life’ (Exercitium Musices est sensus initij vitae aeternae).120 
 
 
Dance-songs and the limit of the contrafactum 
The final anthology of contrafacta of Italian songs printed by the Erfurt firm of 
Baumann is Johannes Lindemann’s Amorum filii Dei decades duae...Zwantzig liebliche 
und gantz anmütige...Newe Jharß oder Weyhenachten Gesenglein (1598). Lindemann and 
his collaborator Cyriacus Schneegass added Christmas and New Year texts to recent 
Italian dance-songs, notably the balletti of Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi. The strong 
rhythms and joyous refrains of these dance-songs appealed strongly to German 
audiences and seemed a suitable adornment for the Christmas season. Perhaps 
because of their strong rhythms, several of Lindemann’s contrafacta were popular, 
                                                         
119 The copy of ‘Gott ist getreu’ in D-Dl Ms. Mus. Löb. 8 + 70 is dated 9 June 1600 by the scribe 
Christoph Martin, who identifies himself as a cleric from Bautzen (‘Ecclesiastes Budiss’).  
120 This motto is also found in some seventeenth-century sources such as the commonplace book of the 
Königsberg musician Johann Stobaeus (British Library, Ms. Sloane 1021, fol. 115r) and a harpsichord at 
Skokloster castle, Sweden. See T. McGeary, ‘Harpsichord Mottoes’, Journal of the American Musical 
Instrument Society, 7 (1981), pp. 5–35, at 30. 
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being copied scribally and reprinted in hymnals; some, such as ‘In dir ist Freude’, 
form part of the Lutheran chorale tradition to this day.  
 There is confusion about the date and extent of Lindemann’s anthology, 
probably caused by its fragmentary survival. Following a statement made by Johann 
Gottfried Walther in 1732,121 both New Grove and Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart 
report that the anthology was published in three instalments in 1594, 1596 and 
1598.122 The surviving Tenor partbook (now in the Biblioteka Jagiellónska, Kraków123) 
bears the date ‘1598’ on its title-page. (The only other fragments to survive are 
sections of the Quinta Vox and Alto partbooks, neither with the title-page.124) 
Supporting a 1598 publication date is an advertisement in the spring of that year in 
Georg Willer’s catalogue for the Frankfurt book-fair.125 The confusion over 1594 and 
1596 was presumably caused by references in the 1598 dedication of Amorum filii Dei 
decades duae to previous publications by Lindemann, including the now-lost Tribus 
decadibus amorum filii Dei that was reportedly published four years earlier.126 The 
dedication also mentions a single song ‘Jesu wollst uns weisen’ that Lindemann 
offered two years earlier as a New Year’s gift to his patron, and was then reprinted in 
the 1598 anthology; the Cantus II partleaf of the 1596 print of this song survives in the 
Gotha Forschungsbibliothek.127 
                                                         
121 J. G. Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon (Leipzig, 1732), p. 364. 
122 G. Kraft and C. Gottwald. ‘Lindemann, Johannes’, Grove Music Online, accessed 11 December 2014, 
www.oxfordmusiconline.com; G. Kraft, ‘Lindemann, Johannes’, Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, 
Personentheil, vol.11 (Kassel, 2004), cols 151–152. 
123 Shelfmark: Mus. Ant. Pract. L920. 
124 The incomplete Quinta Vox partbook is in D-WRha, Ms. Udestedt 3; the incomplete alto partbook is 
held in the Germanische Museum, Nuremberg, Hs. 138037, fols. 4r–16r. For a description of Hs. 138037, 
see C. Gottwald, Kataloge des Germanischen Nationalmuseums Nürnberg: Die Handschriften. Vol. 4: Die 
Musikhandschriften (Wiesbaden, 1988), pp. 212–23. Fragments of the alto and tenor partbooks also 
survive in D-Rp (RISM AN 725). 
125 Catalogus novus nundinarum vernalium (Frankfurt am Main, 1598), sig. C1r. The advertised book has 
two differences from the surviving volume, in that it is described as containing fifty songs and being in 
octavo format (‘Amorum filij Dei decades quinque. Das ist/ Fünffzig Gesänge/ zu lob dem 
neuwgebornen Christkindlein Jesu/ durch Joannem Lindemannum an Tag geben. Erffurd in 8.’) 
126 ‘Haben es auch aus meiner dedication/ so E. F. G. ich vnwirdiger Diener/ für Vier Jharen/ 
benebendt meinen Tribus Decadibus Amorum Filii DEI/ Oder Dreissig Weyhenachten vnd Newen Jharß 
Gesenglein/ vnterthanig praesentiren lassen.’ J. Lindemann, Amorum filii Dei decades duae (Erfurt, 1598), 
tenor partbook, sig. A2r–A2v. The Tribus decadibus amorum filii Dei is not listed in any extant book-fair 
catalogues. 
127 J. Lindemann, Ein Christlicher vnd Anmutiger Gesang/ vnter das gantz liebliche vnd fröliche VIVERLIETO 
(Erfurt, [1596]), D-GOl, shelfmark Theol 4o 01034(13).   
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Like the previous anthologies studied in this article, Amorum filii Dei decades 
duae originated in the environment of Thuringian schools. The editor named on the 
title page and dedication is Johannes Lindemann (c. 1550–c. 1634), who was immersed 
in the world of Lutheran pedagogy. He was distantly related to Martin Luther and his 
uncle Cyriacus Lindemann (1519–1568) was deputy head then headmaster of the 
Gotha Gymnasium in the 1550s and 1560s. Johannes studied at the Gotha school and 
matriculated at Jena University in 1568.128 By 1580 he was cantor at the Gotha 
Gymnasium, where he remained for the rest of his life.129 Lindemann’s collaborator in 
the collection appears to have been Cyriacus Schneegass (1546–97), who had himself 
studied at the Gotha school in the early 1560s. From 1573 until his death he was 
pastor in Friedrichroda (about eleven miles southwest of Gotha). Schneegass was 
married to Lindemann’s cousin, and dedicated a 1590 treatise on temperament to 
Johannes Lindemann, whom he described as ‘his kindred beloved’.130 The 1598 
collection has one song-text ascribed to Schneegass, ‘Gott sey geehrt’; in addition, 
monophonic versions of two of the contrafacta (‘Jesu wollst uns weisen’ and ‘Herr 
Jesu sey gepreiset’) appear in Schneegass’s 1597 Geistliche Lieder and these texts have 
also been attributed to him by modern hymnologists.131 Because Lindemann and 
Schneegass were embedded within Lutheran institutions, they might have been 
expected to share the same suspicion towards Italian secular song as shown by 
Schröter, Helmbold and Bacusius.  
 Yet the surviving Tenor partbook of Amorum filii dei decades duae does not 
contain any anti-Italian rhetoric. Instead it is dedicated to an aristocratic connoisseur 
of Italian culture, Johann Casimir of Saxe-Coburg (1564–1633), the overlord of Gotha. 
Johann Casimir was also the dedicatee of the 1596 partleaves containing ‘Jesu wollst 
uns weisen’, which incorporates his name as an acrostic. Johann Casimir had 
Italianate tastes: in 1623 he employed the architect Giovanni Bonalino to build an 
                                                         
128 Die Matrikel der Universität Jena. Band I: 1548 bis 1652, ed. G. Mentz (Jena, 1944), p. 187. 
129 J. C. W. Lindemann, ‘Magister Johannes Lindemann’, Monatshefte für Musikgeschichte, 10 (1878), pp. 
73–79. 
130 ‘affini suo charissimo’. C. Schneegass, Nova & exquisita monochordi dimensio (Erfurt, 1590), sig. A2r. 
131 Das deutsche Kirchenlied: kritische Gesamtausgabe der Melodien. Abteilung 3: Die Melodien aus gedruckten 
Quellen bis 1680. Band 3: Die Melodien 1581–1595, ed. H.-O. Korth and H. Lauterwasser (Kassel, 2005), 
pp. 357–8; Das deutsche Kirchenlied: kritische Gesamtausgabe der Melodien. Abteilung 3: Die Melodien aus 
gedruckten Quellen bis 1680. Band 4: Die Melodien von 1596 bis ca. 1610, ed. H.-O. Korth and H. 
Lauterwasser (Kassel, 2009), pp. 9–10, 34, 153, 210–11.  
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arcaded roof terrace (Altana) in Venetian style at the Ehrenburg in Coburg.132 On 
balance, though, these aristocratic connections do not dilute the Lutheran educational 
flavour of Lindemann’s collection. Johann Casimir was the patron of the Gotha 
Gymnasium, and from 1595 he funded improvements such as new classrooms and 
extra staff to teach topics such as Hebrew.133 Furthermore, the mottoes that surround 
the Saxon coats-of-arms on the 1596 and 1598 editions refer to the Protestant piety of 
the Saxon Ernestine princes (Figure 3). Both publications include the motto 
‘V.D.M.I.Æ.’ (‘Verbum Dei manet in aeternum’ / ‘The Word of God endures for 
ever’), which was used throughout the sixteenth century by Saxon princes on their 
liveries.134 Both also include the motto ‘A.E.I.O.V.’ (‘Allein Evangelium ist ohne 
Verlust’ / ‘Only the Gospel is not lost’) used by Johann Casimir’s father, Johann 
Friedrich II of Saxony (1529–95), who from 1567 until his death was imprisoned by 
the Emperor; it denotes his steadfast Lutheran faith in scripture during his 
captivity.135 Taken together, these mottos place Lindemann’s contrafacta in the 
context of Lutheran princes eager to show their piety rather than their Italianate 
tastes. 
[Insert Figure 3 near here]  
The prefatory material of the 1598 anthology repeatedly stresses music’s power 
to move the emotions. In the dedication, Lindemann describes music as ‘a noble, 
heavenly and eternal gift of God…[which] delights the hearts of men and encourages 
                                                         
132 Herzog Johann Casimir von Sachsen-Coburg 1564–1633. Ausstellung zur 400. Wiederkehr seines 
Geburtstages (Coburg, 1964), p. 26. 
133 C. F. Schulze, Geschichte der Gymnasiums zu Gotha (Gotha, 1824) pp. 68–78 
134 F. J. Stopp, ‘Verbum Domini Manet in Aeternum. The Dissemination of a Reformation Slogan, 1522–
1904’, in S. S. Prawer, R. Hinton Thomas and L. Forster (eds.), Essays in German Language, Culture and 
Society (London, 1969), pp. 123–135. 
135 R. Schmidt, ‘ “Allein Evangelium ist ohne Verlust”. Wahlspruch und Bekenntnis Herzog Johann 
Friedrichs II. v. Sachsen († 1595) auf dem Hintergrund der habsburgischen Deutungen des A.E.I.O.U.’, 
Jahrbuch der Coburger Landesstiftung 26 (1981), pp. 71–80 (esp. pp. 72–74). The motto denoted Johann 
Friedrich II’s resistance to his Habsburg captors, who used the same series of vowels to indicate 
Austrian supremacy (‘Austriao Est Imperare Orbi Universo’ or ‘Alles Erdreich Ist Oesterreich 
Unterthan’). Other mottos include ‘A.G.W.B.E.’ (on the 1596 partleaves; possibly a version of the motto 
‘Alles Gott befohlen’ used by Johann Casimir’s mother, Elisabeth of Saxe-Coburg, 1540–94) and Johann 
Casimir’s motto ‘E.N.S.W.T.H.’ (‘Elend nicht schadet, wer Tugend hat’ – Misery does not hurt those 
with virtue) found in the 1598 book. The mottos of all Saxon princes are summarised in M. Löbe, 
Wahlsprüche, Devisen und Sinnsprüche. Deutscher Fürstengeschlechter des XVI. und XVII. Jahrhunderts 
(Leipzig, 1883), pp. 165–171. 
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cheerfulness’.136 This theme is reinforced by a poem on the verso of the title-page, 
entitled ‘Effecta Musicae’ (Figure 3): 
MUSICA disparium dulcis CONCORDIA vocum I, music, the sweet harmony of different voices 
Pello, levo, placo, tristia, corda, DEUM. Drive away sadness, relieve hearts and placate 
the gods. 
Vinco, flecto, rego, cantu, dulcedine, plectro I conquer, I persuade, I govern with song, with 
sweetness, with the plectrum 
Dira, cruenta, feros, tartara, monstra, viros. The dire bloody, wild underworld, monsters, 
men. 
Languentes relevo, morituros excito, maestos The weary I relieve, those who are dying I 
excite, the sad 
Erigo, pallentes munio, vinco DEOS. I uplift, the pale I fortify, I conquer the gods. 
Lindemann’s anthology attributes this poem to Wolfgang Hexamius (d. 1582), cantor 
in Eisleben. However, fragments of it were used widely in the late sixteenth century, 
for instance as decorations on a Flemish virginal of c. 1568137 and in English printed 
and manuscript sources including Mathew Holmes’s lutebook.138 The poem is also 
found in a set of partbooks from Helmstedt dated 1668.139 Whatever the origins of the 
poem, it fits well with a Melanchthonian emphasis on the power of harmony both to 
sway the human spirit and to animate the words of a contrafactum.  
Lindemann’s 1598 volume contains twenty-two pieces, most of which are 
dance-songs in five voices (see Table 3). The composers of the original versions are 
indicated on a table of contents at the end of the Tenor partbook, and the text incipit 
or title of the original is indicated above each contrafactum. Eight of the pieces are 
reworked from Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi’s Balletti a cinque voci (first published in 
Venice in 1591). Six pieces are reworking of light madrigals or canzonettas from the 
late 1560s to early 1580s that often have energetic rhythms, including pieces by 
                                                         
136 ‘eine Edele/ Himlische vnd Ewigwehrende Gabe Gottes…die Hertzen der Menschen ergetzet/ vnd 
zur Fröligkeit auffgemundter werden’. Lindemann, Amorum filii Dei decades duae, tenor partbook, sig. 
A2r. 
137 Victoria & Albert Museum item 447:1-1896, described in H. Schott, Victoria and Albert Museum. 
Catalogue of Musical Instruments, volume i: Keyboard Instruments, 2nd ed. (London, 1985), p. 26. 
138 Cambridge University Library, Ms. Dd.2.11, fol. 1r. The last four lines of the poem also appear in J. 
Case, Sphaera civitatis (Oxford, 1588), p. 737; see R. Harmon, ‘Studies in the Cambridge Lute 
Manuscripts, I: Musica’, The Lute, 38 (1998), 29–42 (p. 35). 
139 D-W, Cod. Guelf. 326 Mus. Hdschr, altus 1 partbook. 
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Giovanni Ferretti and Girolamo Conversi that had already achieved popularity in 
anthologies, plus compositions by Luca Marenzio, Jacob Regnart and Teodore Riccio. 
There are two adaptations of French spiritual chansons from Andreas Pevernage’s 
Chansons spirituelles (Antwerp, 1589). Several of the remaining pieces are as yet 
unidentified dance-songs, possibly based on instrumental pieces, including a 
‘Mascharata Italicum’ (no. 4),  a ‘Pavane Neapolitane’ (no. 20), and a ‘Hamburgische 
Saltarello’ attributed to the Hamburg organist Hieronymus Praetorius (1560–1629). 
[Insert Table 3 near here]  
 Lindemann’s eight contrafacta of Gastoldi’s balletti are one of the earliest 
examples of the reception of these dance-songs in German-speaking lands. Gastoldi’s 
balletti gained immense popularity across Europe: their singable melodies, ‘fa-la’ 
refrains and energetic rhythms allowed them to cross linguistic boundaries and be 
appreciated regardless of their text. Lindemann must have used one of the Venetian 
editions of the Balletti. The first surviving editions printed north of the Alps were an 
Antwerp edition of 1596 and a Nuremberg edition of 1600, yet Lindemann had access 
to Gastoldi’s music by 1595 at the latest, in order to have devised and printed ‘Jesu 
wollst uns weisen’ (a contrafactum of ‘Viver lieto’) for New Year’s Day 1596. Hence 
Lindemann was adapting Gastoldi’s music at about the same time as the Londoner 
Thomas Morley, whose Ballets of 1595 contain many pieces modelled on Gastoldi’s 
originals. By the late 1590s Gastoldi’s melodies were entering the repertory of popular 
song transmitted orally or monophonically, as is suggested by the appearance of two 
melodies in Schneegass’s Geistliche Lieder (1597), where they are described as ‘well-
known tunes’ (‘bekandte Melodeyen’). Lindemann’s and Schneegass’s adaptations 
once again show that Thuringians were abreast of the latest musical fashions from 
Italy. 
By adapting dance-songs for devotional purposes, Lindemann followed a 
tradition of Christmas dancing in Lutheran lands. The insistent rhythms and bodily 
movement of dance signified not only the joyfulness of the season but also the nature 
of Christmas as a celebration of the Word made flesh. Luther permitted dancing with 
innocent motives: ‘Young children dance without sin; if you do the same and act like 
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a child, then dancing will not harm you.’140 Indeed, his Christmas chorale ‘Vom 
Himmel hoch’ encouraged singers to dance around the crib:  
Davon ich all’zeit fröhlich sei So shall I rejoice at all times 
Zu springen, singen immer frei And dance and sing, always free 
Das rechte Susaninne schon, The true lullaby 
Mit Herzen Lust den süssen Ton  With heart’s love and the sweetest tone. 
Lindemann’s title-page speaks of the power of dance-songs when sacred texts are 
applied ‘for the awakening of blessedness and more occasions of Christian joy’.141 His 
contrafactum of the ‘Hamburgische Saltarello’ also evokes the role of dance in 
religious praise: 
Darumb Herr Christ dich loben wir jetzt Therefore we praise you Lord Christ 
Und jauchtzen springen singen zu gleich And jumping, dancing, singing all together 
Für alle wolthat/ die du uns Herr bescheret hast For all the goodness you have bestowed on us. 
 Emblematic of Lindemann’s effort to create sacred joy in music is his 
contrafactum of Gastoldi’s ‘A lieta vita’. The original text proclaims the happiness 
engendered by profane love, a mood reinforced by the triple-time metre and the 
repeated five-syllable phrases:  
A lieta vita To happy life 
Amor c’invita, Love beckons us. 
Fa la la. Fa la la. 
Chi gioir brama, Who desires joy,  
Se di cor ama, if he truly loves, 
Donerà il core will give his heart 
A un tal Signore, to such a master. 
Fa la la. Fa la la. 
Lindemann’s contrafactum acknowledges that the joy in Christ stems from his 
suffering, yet the five-syllable lines (unusual in German verse) give his version a 
breathless excitement (Example 5):142  
In dir ist Freude, In you is joy, 
                                                         
140 ‘Die iungen kinder tantzen ja on sunde, das thue auch und werde eyn kind, so schadet dyr der tantz 
nicht.’ Sermon for Epiphany 2, WA, vol. 17/ii, p. 64. 
141 ‘Jetzundt aber zu Erweckunge der Gottsäligkeit/ vnd mehrem Anlaß Christlicher Frewde’. 
142 Spelling of German text has been modernised. 
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in allem Leide, in all suffering, 
O du süßer Jesu Christ! O you sweet Jesus Christ! 
Durch dich wir haben Through you we have 
himmlische Gaben, heavenly gifts, 
Der du wahre Heiland bist. you who are the true Saviour. 
Later in the strophe the ‘fa-la’ refrain is set to ‘Halleluja’. In other pieces within the 
collection, Lindemann replaced the nonsense syllables with a description of the 
angels’ songs of praise (as in ‘Wolauff ihr Musicanten’, based on ‘Questa dolce 
sirena’, or ‘Lieben Christen singet alle’, based on ‘O compagni allegrezza’).  
[Insert Example 5 near here] 
 Probably because of their catchy rhythms, Lindemann’s contrafacta achieved 
widespread popularity. Copies of the printed edition were owned by educational 
institutions such as the school of St Anna in Augsburg,143 Individual pieces were also 
copied scribally, as shown by the concordances listed in Table 3. Nine pieces 
(including five of the Gastoldi contrafacta) appear in a manuscript compilation of 
sacred music c. 1630 held at the Coburg Morizkirche.144 Fourteen of Lindemann’s 
contrafacta were copied in a manuscript appended to a copy of Friedrich Weißensee’s 
Opus musicum (Magdeburg 1602).145 Three pieces were copied by the Udestedt pastor, 
Sebastian Fleischmann, in manuscripts possibly intended for a mix of devotional and 
convivial uses. Several of Lindemann’s contrafacta also appeared in printed hymnals, 
starting with three pieces in the Gotha Cantionale of 1646. Such further uses confirm 
Lindemann’s claim in the dedication of his anthology that his pieces were sought 
after by ‘many pious cantors and devout Christians’.146  
 Despite their popularity, Lindemann’s contrafacta could not dispel the secular 
connotations of Gastoldi’s dance rhythms. Particularly problematic were the pieces 
entirely in triple time, a metre which did not occur in the previous Erfurt anthologies 
of contrafacta except for some internal or closing sections of pieces. In 1605 a school 
                                                         
143 Lindemann’s anthology is listed in a 1620 inventory made by Adam Gumpelzhaimer; R. Schaal, Das 
Inventar der Kantorei St. Anna in Augsburg (Kassel, 1965), p. 47. 
144 Coburg, Landesbibliothek, Ms. Mo 2011. 
145 Herzog-August-Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, Cod. Guelf. 322 Mus. Hdschr. 
146 ‘solcher Gesang/ vielen frommen Cantoribus vnd andechtigen Christen/ damalß höchlichen 
behaget’. Lindemann, Amorum filii Dei decades duae, tenor partbook, sig. A2v. 
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ordinance in Gotha warned against such contrafacta. Reiterating the view of late 
sixteenth-century Saxon edicts that church music should be decorous, devout, ‘most 
holy’ and ‘most salubrious’, the ordinance attacked spiritual adaptations of secular 
songs, warning that: ‘Anything that leads to sweetness, to mere ear-tickling and to 
frivolousness is evil, even when pious texts are attached to the songs.’147 It prescribed: 
‘Wherefore the cantor should wholly abstain from reckless Italian things, if there are 
any, and triple-time compositions, so nobody should be offended by what he does. 
He should perform that which is pious, grave and dignified, and was composed by 
ancient and extraordinarily distinguished musicians, Lassus, [Alexander] Utendal, 
Gallus, Clemens non Papa, [David] Palladius and other pious and devout 
individuals.’148 The ordinance echoed other edicts that upheld a canon of sixteenth-
century polyphonic composers.149 Yet a patriotic subtext can also be discerned: the 
serious, dignified nature of the approved polyphony conformed to the belief of 
humanists such as Celtis and Hutten that German culture should show gravitas 
rather than the sensual frivolity of Italian imports. The 1605 edict shows that 
Lindemann had reached the limits of the contrafactum technique to alter the 
meanings of song. Because Gastoldi’s music had such strong dance rhythms, 
changing the text could not completely purge it of its sensual connotations. 
Significantly, Lindemann’s triple-time contrafacta (such as ‘In dir ist Freude’) were 
not among his hymns included in the official 1646 Gotha hymnal (see Table 3).  
 
Conclusion 
The arguments in this article have been extrapolated from fragmentary evidence. 
Apart from the Cantiones suavissimae…tomus primus (1576), none of the Erfurt 
                                                         
147 ‘Quem finem si assequitur in Ecclesia Musica, nihil dubium est, quin opus sit et sanctissimum et 
saluberrimum. E contrario quicunque ad suavitatem duntaxat aurimque oblectationem atque adeo 
levitatem compositi sunt cantus, quamvis piissima quaeque sonent verba…’ Modern edition in R. 
Vormbaum (ed.), Die evangelischen Schulordnungen des siebenzehnten Jahrhunderts (Gütersloh, 1863), p. 
41.  
148 ‘Quapropter Cantor ab omnibus Italorum temerariis, si quae sunt, et tripudiantibus 
compositionibus, ne quis potius istis offendatur, quam aedificetur, deinceps plane abstinere, et quod 
pium, quod grave, quod dignum, a veteribus insigniter excellentibus Musicis, Orlando, Clemente 
Uttentalio, Gallo sive Handelio, Clemente non Papa, Palladio et aliis piis ac devotis compositum est, 
decantare debet’. Ibid. 
149 Inga Mai Groote, ‘ “Quod pium, quod grave, quod dignum…compositum est”: Impulse aus der 
Musiktheoriegeschichte für die Kirchenmusikforschung’, Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, 98 (2014), pp. 
23–37 (p. 34). 
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anthologies of Italian secular music survives complete. This low survival rate 
(particularly in comparison to the many extant copies of Nuremberg publications 
such as Lindner’s Gemma musicalis) might indicate that lower print-runs were the 
norm in Erfurt. It might also suggest that the exemplars of these Erfurt anthologies 
were used to the point of destruction by schools and churches, rather than being 
preserved by collectors until they were acquired by research libraries. My arguments 
may have to be modified should further material come to light, particularly the 
missing tenor partbooks of Schröter and Helmbold’s 1580 anthology and of 
Bacusius’s 1587 collection, which in both cases presumably contained the dedications.  
 Nonetheless, this article has shown that in the mid- to late-sixteenth century, 
Italian secular vocal music was not a neutral presence in German-speaking lands. 
Instead its cultural, moral and social connotations made it a highly contested import, 
depending on the environment where it was received. Aristocrats and merchants 
sought this repertory as a sign of cultural capital and welcomed its sensual 
connotations as befitting the sophistication of their lifestyle. By contrast, many clerics 
and schoolteachers feared that Italian secular songs would undermine traditional 
Teutonic virtues of chastity and valour. The discourse of patriotic purification 
motivated the contrafacta that were published by Georg Baumann in Erfurt between 
1576 and 1598. Yet regardless of whether Germans were enthusiastic or suspicious 
about Italian madrigals and villanellas, they could not deny the musical appeal of this 
repertory to school pupils, amateur singers and professional musicians alike.  
 The fear of Italian music as immoral persisted into the early seventeenth 
century and continued to motivate further contrafacta such as those studied by Susan 
Lewis Hammond, who suggests they were partly motivated by increasing 
antagonism between Lutherans and Catholics around the start of the Thirty Years’ 
War.150 Martin Rinckart’s Triumphi de Dorothea (Leipzig, 1619) provided contrafacta of 
madrigals from the anthology Trionfo di Dori, with new texts on the theme of praising 
God via song. Rinckart’s dedication speaks of the ‘carnal nature’ (Fleischlichen art) of 
the original Italian texts, and clams that through his substitution of spiritual texts, ‘my 
beloved Dorothea is fully liberated from her Italian ungodliness and moreover, praise 
                                                         
150 Lewis Hammond, Editing Music in Early Modern Germany, pp. 117–54. 
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God, may become pure and Lutheran’.151 Even in the late seventeenth century, some 
pastors still stigmatised Italian music for its supposed immorality. In the dispute 
about the Hamburg opera in the 1680s, one area of debate was ‘whether one is 
introduced to damnable Italian morals through Italian musical works’.152 Henrich 
Elmenhorst,  a defender of the opera, satirised such an attitude by expressing surprise 
that the performance of Italian motets in church did not also engender dangerously 
immoral Italian attitudes.153 Future research could therefore explore how these 
patriotic discourses contributed to definitions of national musical styles from the late 
seventeenth century onwards, including the emerging idea of a distinctively German 
music characterised by its complexity and profundity. 
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151 ‘meine liebe Dorothea von ihrer Welschen Abgötterey völlig erlediget/ vnd nun mehr/ Gott lob/ 
gantz lauter vnd Lutherisch worden’. M. Rinckart (ed.), Triumphi de Dorothea (Leipzig, 1619), tenor 
partbook, fol. 3r. 
152 ‘ob man auch mit dem Italiänischen Wercke die verdammliche Italiänische mores mit einführe’. H. 
Elmenhorst, Dramatalogia antiqvo-hodierna. Das ist: Bericht von denen Oper-Spielen (Hamburg, 1688), p. 
113. 
153 Ibid., p. 114. 
